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CHAPI'ER 1: INI'ROOOCI'ION
"'!here is no universal consensus as to what constitutes
'giftedness', 'talent' or 'genius'. In different cultural
areas very different meanings are attached to such
expressions as : 'a very able person', 'rost pranising I ,
'very gifted', very 'intelligent' ... Of course,
intelligence, beauty, gracefulness, strength, courage and
so on, are admired everywhere, but very unequally rewarded.
'!he order of priorities too, varies fran place to place... "
(Bereday; louwery 1961, p.1).
'!he increasing arrount of research into giftedness conours with the growing
concern, in all countries in the world, developed or less developed, for
identifying and nurturing the gifted and. talented. However, there remains
a paucity of literature concerning cross-cultural research into giftedness.
A multicultural society, such as SOuth Africa, provides a good launching
pad into such research. The present study pioneers cross-cultural
research into giftedness in SOuth Africa and hopes to trigger further
investigations into this area.
1.1 AIM
'!he primary aim of this research is to investigate the interpersonal
relations and social milieu of gifted children fron differing cultural
origins. Specifically, Indian and English-speaking v.."hite SOuth Afr:ican
gifted children are investigated. This research roves CMay from the
traditionally cast view of giftedness in tenns of exceptional linguistic
or mathematical talents. It atterrpts to broaden the perSPeCtive of
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giftedness and, at the same time, to investigate this broadened perspective
in cross-cultural terms. The research aims only at introducing cross-
cultural investigation into giftedness in South Africa. It is a pilot
study upon which further research might be based.
1.2 RATIONALE
This research is rrotivated by the positive stance of taking advantage of
human potential and thereby enriching human society . Given the grONing
concern in tapping the potential of the gifted and talented, investigating
this potential in differing cultural groups could be advantageous to all.
The nature of gifted education fluctuates widely in response to shifting
political, social and economic conditions. There is a need to assess the
influence of these conditions and where possible to adapt and ccxnbine
resources in the provision for the gifted. The present study is
rrotivated by the belief that cross-cultural research may have important
implications for the future education and needs of gifted from all cultural
groups. Before a pooling of knONledge can occur, it is necessary to
establish the similarities and/or differences between gifted children from
differing cultural origins.
Cross-cultural research implies the research of PeOple from differing
cultural origins. Given this implication, the HYPOI'HESIS underlying this
research is that there will be differences in the interpersonal relations
and social milieu of Indian and ~\1hite gifted children, as measured by the
PHSF Relations Questionnaire, and the biographical questionnaire.
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The choice of interpersonal relations and social milieu as the focus of
this investigation was based on an appraisal of the current literature
(refer to chapter two) which highlights these areas as crucial elements in
the study of giftedness. The term I interPersonal relations', in this study,
refers to both the interactional relations that exist between the individual
and the environment, as well as within the individual.
The Personal, Home, Social and Fonnal Relations Questionnaire was used as
the primary measuring instrument of interpersonal relations in this
research. The reason for using the PHSF Relations Questionnaire is that it
is one of the fe.v objective measuring tools that has been standardized across
both the Indian and White population groups. A detailed account of the PHSF
is given in chapter four. The biographical questionnaire (see apperrlix A)
served the dual purPOse of both providing infonnation on the social milieu
(socio-econanic status, number" of siblings in the family, birth order and
rrothers I occupation) and providing additional infonnation on the inter-
personal relations of the gifted sample. The canbination of the above-
mentioned rreasuring instruments enabled the researcher to obtain infonnation
fron both the gifted child himjherself (through answering the PHSF Relations
Questionnaire) am fron the gifted child's Parents/guardians (through
answering the biographical questionnaire) .
1 .3 OOTLINE OF THE INVFSTIGATICN
Having introduced this study, the following chapter (Chapter two) provides
a revie.v of the literature, it will attempt to provide an overvie.v of the
gifted. Specifically, chapter two deals with definition and identification
of the gifted, probleIPs associated with giftedness, social and family
relations, self concept and temperament, education of the gifted and test
limitations. Chapter three will place the two cultural groups pertinent
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to this study, the Indian and v..'hite South Africans, in their respective
contextual frarreworks. The research design will be explained in chapter
four. Here details will be given concerning the sample and criteria for
selecting subjects. In addition an account will be given on the
instruments used and procedure follONed in this research. Chapter five
deals with the results of the study and is divided into data obtained from
the PHSF Relations Questionnaire and data obtained from the Biographical
Questionnaire. A discussion of the results is dealt with in chapter six.
This discussion is linked back to chapters two and three, in an attempt to
explain some of the current findings. Finally, chapter seven concludes
this research, with limitations of the study, concluding carments and
suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2 A REVIEW OF THE LITERA'IURE
'.
2.1 DEFINITION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE GIFTED
The definition adopted by the Gifted and Talented Children's Act
(1978 USA) states: "'!he term 'Gifted and Talented' means .•.
children and whenever applicable, youths who are identified at the pre-
school elementary or secondary level as possessing derronstrated or
potential abilities that give evidence of high perfo:r:m:mce ability in
these six areas: General intellectual ability; SPecific academic
ability; creative or productive thinking; leadership ability; visual and
perfo:rming art and psychorrotor ability" (Intellectually Talented Youth
Bulletin, 1978, John Hopkins University, Baltim::>re, USA).
Wallace and Adams (1984) highlight the problems in definition and use of
the tenn 'gifted'. .They note that able and talented pupils are viewed
as those capable of high perfonnance and demonStrate 'achievement and/or
potential ability in one or rrore of the six above-rrentioned areas.
'!he definition adopted by the Gifted and Talented Children's Act (1978)
is a broad all-encanpassing description of the able and talented pupils.
It is evident, from such a description, that the exceptionally able
cannot be Perceived as a hanogenous group. Ha.vever, Wallace and l'>..dams
(1984) have identified three broad groups of able and talented pupils.
'!he first group constitute "The general high achievers who display
their abilities in several fields and progress much faster and reach
deePer insights than rrost of their peers ... '!he second group are high
achievers in one or two special fields who nay be either highly talented
in those areas of who potentially may be general high achievers but who
are under-performing in fields that do not currently interest them ...
The third group are the under-achievers who nay be shy, lazy, victims of
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peer group pressure to conform to the norm, may lack Parental sUPFOrt, or
mav never have been sufficiently lIDtivated and challenged by their
~ ..
teachers. Sane of these pupils may display lIDre or less severe behaviour
problems" (~!al1ace, Adams , 1984 p.l3) .
In attempting to describe gifted children one must constantly be aware
that gifted children show wide variability with reSPect to lIDSt traits
measured. Terrnan and O:len (1947) note that the gifted children in their
sample did not fall into a single or easily described pattern and have
therefore stressed the wide variety of personality characteristics arrong
qifted children. Ogilvie (l973) concluded fron a study of gifted children
in priIrary schools that 'any list of traits can only be misleading' .
Gallagher (1975) notes that with any group of gifted children, there ro.ay
be profound individual differences in personal and social characteristics..
In contrast Omond (1980) proFOses a profile of the characteristics of
giftedness. He emphasises that they are "not better but they are
different". Omond notes that approximately "60% of gifted children are
good all-rounders, good at academic work, at sport, at arts and crafts,
are good leaders in the social sphere, often are heavier, healthier,
better balanced personalities ana. often better looking than the average
child ... Gifted children often need much less sleep than the average:
they may teach themselves to read before attending school: they are
often very ene:r:getic, inquisitive and very logical with a keen sense of
hurrour: they are good problem solvers but may be poor risk takers; and
are often very sensitive ... 0Uestions are anticipated, with often
unexpected answers ... as a rule they are quick learners with excellent
rnerrories". (Omond, 1980, p.7).
Hildreth (1966) notes that there is no such thing as a 'typical gifted
child'. There is a great differentiation arrong the traits and
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characteristics of different gifted children. Each gifted child's
profile of abilities is unique and should be considered as such. In
assessing the gifted child Hildreth (1966) proposes that intelligence
tests predict school Perfonnance more successfully than developnent in
personal traits and other grC1Nth characterist:i,cs. High IQ alone does not
guarantee success. ArPbition, motivation, determination, ~sonality and
faIPily background are all important criteria to be considered when
assessing the gifted child.
Research highlights three parameters that have been employed in the
identification of the gifted: (i) general intelligence, (ii) special
abilities and (iii) creativity. However, there renains considerable
disagreement concerning the definition and relative independence of
these criteria. Performance on test of general intelligence renains the
most widely used criterion of giftedness.
In recent years there has been an escalation in criticisms and
dissatisfaction with the criteria of ability implicit in the standard
intelligence test. Attempts have been made to identify creativity as a
factor which is relatively independent of intelligence. (Getzel and
Jackson 1962).
In addition to creativity, De Haan and Havighurst (1961) have
proposed a far broader criteria of giftedness. They distinguish between
(i) high level scholastic or academic aptitude, (ii) scientific aptitude,
(iii) superior talent in arts (iv) social leadership .and mechanical
ingenuity. Havever a relatively high level of measured intelligence
remains the basic criteria for identifying giftedness. Given a high
level of measured intelligence other s}';€Cial abilities are then
investigated. Personality, motivation and extra-curricular
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accomplishrrents are viewed as key factors involved in identifying and
educating the gifted child. HONever, at present, assessrrent techniques
of these factors are underdeveloPed and unsatisfactory.
Nel, in his report on the WOrld Conference on Gifted Education - Manila
1983, emphasises the diversity in definition and identification of the
gifted. He notes that in most countries intellectual giftedness still
dominates concepts of giftedness. As noted by PassON (1983), the basic
identification procedures of giftedness around the world involves some
assessment of intellectual or academic aptitude. Identification procedures
and techniques depend largely on the prevailing concept of giftedness. In
some countries infonnal approaches of indentification of giftedness are
used in conjunction with tests.
'lhe number of gifted school pupils who remain unrecognised is 1..lI1knc::Mn. It
is ha.vever hYix>thesized that there ~e a considerable nurrber of such
children, Particularly in the lONer socio-econanic bracket. In addition,
the increasing number of large, less Personal schools, inhibits
recognition of gifted pupils. The definition and identification of the
gifted child renains a contentious issue and requires further analysis
and clarification.
2.2 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH GITTEDNESS
Hollingworth (1936) notes sane of the social and educational problems
faced by children of exceptional intelligence. She emphasises that the
children in the upper Percent of intellectual ability are not all alike.
'lli.is is partially explainable by the wide range of intellectual variation
found in those children termed. ' highly intelligent'. Intellectual
variation am:mg this group ranges fran an IQ of 130 to the toprost limit
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defined as approximately 200 IQ. Research indicates that children with
an IQ above 170 face the rrost difficult problems of adjustrrent to life.
Hollingworth (1936) emphasises that "children of very superior intelligence
are not, as a group , socially annoying. The problems of personality
adjustrrent are those of the child, not those of the society."
(Hollingworth, 1936, p.254).
Research shows that children of superior intelligence are typically
superior in other qualities as well. These qualities include em::>tional
stability and physical developrent (Burt 1924; Tennan 1925; Hartshorne
1927) . Ho.vever special perplexities in the life of ~ gifted child need to
be examined.
The highly gifted child (IQ above 180) faces m.merous problerrs in the
school situation. If he/she remains in hisjher chronological age school
grade, he/she may becone increasingly bored, receiving little intelleCtual
stiImllation and is therefore likely to develop a strong dislike for school.
On the other hand if the child is accelerated in grade status, and is
therefore able to function intellectually with real interest and
stiImllation, he/she may be out of depth socially and physically with his/
her older classmates. problems facing many gifted children derive fron
their mixing with older children. Although they are intellectually on a
par with these older children, they are at a disadvantage in physical
maturity. This leads to physical canpetitiveness which in turn may impair
self-confidence. Physical maturity is also important in social recognition.
The child, if placed too far out of hisjher age group, may therefore
encounter social and interpersonal difficulties. These difficulties
come into focus particularly during adolescence with the introduction
of associations with the opposite sex.
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Certain disciplinaJ:y problems arise wit.h 'highly intelligent children' .
At school the gifted child's quest for knowledge may cause him/her to be
outspoken and precocious. At hare, the qifted child might use his/her
intelligence as a nanipulative tool. This problem is canpounded if the
Parents are at a lower intellectual level than the child. Both at school
and hare the gifted child is rrore likely to question and argue
,authority's' instructions. However ,gradually, as these children mature,
they usually learn self government and discipline and authority is rrore
easily handled.
Another problem facing the gifted child is caused by his/her desire for
knowledge on issues that he/she is erotionally too imnature to deal with.
ExaIrples include children aged six or seven asking questions on the origins
of birth and death and the problems of evil. These questions seem to
arise earlier than they dowith the average child. The gifted child
intellectually seeks an explanation but has not reached the errotional
maturity to deal with this explanation.
Solaron (1975) notes that intelligent children may be maladjusted for as
many reasons as other children. However, it is worth considering the
possibility that sate problems may be associated with high intelligence.
These include the discrePanCY between the intelligence level of the
gifted child and his/her peers. Specifically, a higher degree of
verbalisation and imagination in play activities and the gifted child's
inclination to daninate games played with his/her peers. As a result, the
intelligent child's outstanding abilities may jeoPardize his/her social
relationships. If ne:: given the opportunity to mix with children at
corrparable levels of ability, the gifted child's social developnent may
be impaired~ In addition it is important that the intelligent child
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learns to live with those less so.
Schauer (1975) notes that although the majority of gifted children are
able to lead well adjusted, happy lives, one cannot deny the possibility
that sore gifted children may also be emotionally disturbed. Gowan (1972)
identifies the rrost highly gifted child as being rrost susceptible to
ernotional disturbance. According to GoNan (1972), a possible explanation
for emotional instability in the highly gifted child is that such children
fonn a minority group and are subsequently socially aliented.
An additional problem facing the gifted child is that of specialisation.
The gifted child usually has a great versatility in ability and interest.
The problem arises when the gifted children spread their available tirre
and energy over such a wide array of projects that nothing can be completed
or done perfectly. The choice of an area of specialisation is a dilerma
rrost people face, ho.vever the choice problem is greater for the gifted
child because of his/her wide range of ability and interest.
Research indicated that a primary cause of underachievement is emotional
conflict (Freehill 1961; Bricklins 1967). The tenn underachievement is
defined here as meaning a child's perfonnance is belCM the level which
would correspond with his/her tested level of intelligence. Research
indicates that the percentage of underachievers varies from 30 - 50%
(Hovighurst 1963; Wimberger 1966). When examining the causes of under-
achievement, one needs to consider the child, the home, the teach±ng, the
examiner or assessor and the examination or rrethod of assessrrent.
(Illingworth 1975). Numerous factors prevail within each of the above-
mentioned causes. These factors may include the child's personality,
feelings of insecurity, unhappiness at hane, danestic friction and the
child I s relationship with teachers, peers, parents and siblings. Under-
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achievement may be due to dislike of school, boredc:rn and lack of interest
in the work or a general lack of rrotivation.
A multiplicity of factors seems to influence errotional disturbance in the
gif<ted child. Pringle (1970) emphasises. the uniqueness of each child's
circumstances arrl stresses the i.rrq;:ortance of assessing each child
individually, taking into account the child's health, appearance,
intelligence and personality am considering the econanic, social, cultural
standing of_the parents.
2.3 SOCIAL RElATIONS
There is considerable inconsistency in the research into the social
relationships of gifted children. Canplicating the issue is hOW' giftedness
is defined. The rrost ccmron definition being according to academic
ranking. This section reviews current research on the social relations
am:mg the gifted.
RDedell (1978) in her study on the social relations of gifted preschoolers
hypothesises that intellectually advanced preschoolers, when grouped
together, may create a unique,mutually stimulating atnosphere that
facilitates and rein£orces social behaviour. To clarify Roedell's
hypothesis, further research with gifted preschoolers arrong average ability
peers needs to be conducted.
Research indicates no clear picture as to the exact relations arrong the
measures of social cognition, social behaviour and intelligence in the
gifted child. Postulations as to the reasons for this obsucrity include
the variety of measures used for social cognition and social behaviours
and the absence of canparison groups of average ability children.
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Research (Miller 1956; Gallagher and Crcwder 1957; Grace and Booth 1953,
and Painter 1976) indicates a general gifted p::>pularity in middle child-
hood. Hc:wever, in considering the socianetric data it is uncertain whether
the gifted were chosen for specific friendship traits or beCause they
represented daninant academic values. Poterfield and Schlichting (1961)
attempted to unravel the problems of academic values', peer values and
social preference. These researchers found that there does seem to be a
p::>sitive relationship between achievement and peer status, whether it be
in terms of friendship or academic relationships.
In contrast to the above findings, Bonney (1943) hypothesized that in sane
situations intellectual abilities and social acceptance seem to be unrelated
or even negatively related. Fran this study Bonney (1943) concluded that
highly intelligent children are not necessarily socially superior. Freeman
(1979) in her descriptive research on gifted children (aged 5-16), found
the higher the IQ scores the fewer the number of friends. In addition the
gifted children at the highest intellectual level were found to have rrore
personal and enviroI1Irental problems and were less well adjusted. Earlier
studies conducted by Terrran (1925) and Hollingworth (194,2) supp::>rt the
findings that academic proficiency IT'ay be adversely related to social
p::>pularity.
In general, the relationship of degree of giftedness and degree of
popularity does not seem to be linear. HOIw'ever, based on the reviewed
research it could be rostulated that those children with averaae
-, ~
intelligence up to IQ's of 150, fall into a popular category with their
Peers, and that those highly gifted children (al::ove 150 IQ) fall into less
popular cateqories with their peers.
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Studies conducted by Terroan (1925) and more conte.It\FOa:r::y researchers
(Freeman 1979 and Painter 1976) indicate that gifted children tend to
select playmates who are older than th6t1Selves. Although there llE.y be
numerous factors influencing this age differential, such as the gifted
generally having older classmates, it is however more likely that the age
differential is voluntarily determined by the gifted child himjherself. In
general studies indicate that gifted children in middle childhood tend to
enjoy a fairly high social status within the peer group, although the peer
group llE.y not consist of llE.y chronological age peers.
Differences in the relationship between popularity arrl academic achieverrent
as a function of ones sex has beccm: an area of research. Keistar (1955)
found that high ability girls were seen as significantly less popular with
boys. Colanan (1961) supports Keistar's findings. Colenan found that peer
values in his sample prescribed that girl's who dated should avoid
displaying their intellectual abilities. These findings are explainable in
terms of the societal stereotyping of sex roles.
Future consideration into peer relationships of the gifted include an
examination of social popularity in settings other than the academic
setting such as home or church. This research would reduce the confounding
factor of the values of the school system in determining social acceptance
of the gifted. The social and emotional developnent of gifted children has
becane a crucial area in need of investigation. It has, however, proved
difficult to make reliable or valid assessments of the social and emotional
adjustments of young children. In assessing the research one should bear
in mind the limitations in definition and measurement of social and
emotional development.
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2.4 SELF CONCEPI' AND TEMPERAMENT
/)
Self-concept has been recognised as an important variable in an individual's
developnent ( Baily 1971; Yauman 1980; Sourenman and r-ti.chael 1980).
Research investigations on self concept arrong gifted children show mixed
results. lUt.hough there is sane agreement that gifted children score
higher on measures of self concept than do average or handicapped children
(O'Such, Iwyle and Havertape 1979), high self concept and high IQ are not
always found together.. A lower self concept seems to be evident in the
underachieveing gifted child (l~1hitrrore 1980) •
Peer relations have been indentifiedas an important variable in the
developnent of self concept. v.hitrrore (1981) notes that the child's self
concept is a canposite of mnnerous self ima0es. One such self image is the
social self which is closely related to peer relations.
A study concluded by Maddux, Schieber and Bass (1982) is concerned with
how various educat Lonal programs affect gifted children. This study
examines self concept and social distance in gifted children who receive
their schooling in (i) a totally segregated program, (ii) a partially
segregated program and (iii) the regular school program. The results of
this study (r-1addux, Schieber and Bass 1982) ShC1N that there is no
significant difference in the self concept scores of gifted children who
have been placed in a gifted program and those who have not been identified
and placed. Similarly, there were no significant differences found in the
social distance scores arrong segregated, integrated or non identified
gifted children.
Individual differences in terrperament have been identified as an important
variable influencing the ways in which gifted children adjust to their
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. environment. Thanas and Chess (1977) describe temperament as "The heM of
behaviour. It differs fron ability ... and from rrotivation ... and
concerns the way in which an individual behaves" (p.9). Tharas and Chess
(1963;1977) found no relationship in their longitudinal sample between
children's IQ and their tanperarrent characteristics.
In examining the implications of individual differences arrong gifted
children in personality and temperament, it is important to note that the
temperament characteristics of gifted children may play a vital role in
detennining their successful adjustment to different environments.
Children may have equal canpetencies in Performing academic tasks but may
differ radically fron one another in their stylistic approach. Advanced
intellectual skills are not always accanpanied by positive temperament
styles.
2.5 FA~1ILY RELATIONS
An interesting and important consideration in the study.of gifted children
is their family constellation and influence. Studies (Rae 1952; Tennan
1954; McCurdy 1956; and Albert 1978) sheM that falt'ilies of gifted children
differ. significantly from average families. ~-.lbert (1978) found that these
families are highly stimulating for the child, value oriented, with a
continuous sense of post social E!I!1phases and practices. Research indicates
that the develor:rnent of outstanding skills among young gifted children is
related to parental involverrent with their children. Parents who sPend
time with their children, facilitate their interest, answer questions and
provide a wann supportive base for intellectual exploration, are likely to
foster the develq:rnent of their children's abilities regardless of the
family socioeconanic status.
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In examining the family background of gifted children, there is evidence
to suggest that gifted children can be identified in all cultural and
econcmic groups. Several studies in the United States found that many
children with high IQ scores came fran upPer and middle socio-economic
backgrounds and have well educated Parents (cattell 1915; Hollingworth
1942; Terma.n and OOen 1947; Barbe 1956 and Hitchfield 1973). Contrary to
these studies are studies indicating that lONer incane and minority group
populations may also yield a large number of children in all areas of
ability (Jenkins 1943; Chen and Gaan 1976) .
Birth order has been PJinted to as an influential detenninant upon a
child's development. It is seen to be influenced by the family's culture
and history. Research has indicated birth order as an important structural
and processional variable. In tenns of structure, birth order is
organisational, giving order and focus to crucial' family relationships.
In tenns of process, birth order . involves. quality and tone of essential
developmental functions, determining to some extent which farnily dYnamics,
interests and values will be directed ta.vards the child, for hON long and
at what levels of intensity.
Albert (1980) proposes five specific assumptions regarding the gifted child's
family.
"(i) The family is intergenerational, Le. interactions go on between
Persons of two or !TOre generations.
(ii) The family is transactional, Le. infonnation is exchanged between
family members.
(iii) The family is a cultural, psychological and historical unit. The
family members have a keen sense of their linkage to past members and
early key family experiences.
,.
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(iv) The family views socialisation and identification processes as
inter-dependent.
(v) The family's historical orientation and ongoing socialisation are
uniquely focussed up::>n its children according to the child's family
position and capacities.
a family operates as a selective experience - producing experience -
selecting agent rrotivated tOYlards achieving specific developnental
outccmes for its rrembers". (Albert 1980, p. 88) .
Albert (1980) notes that birth order appears to be a term too vague to use
without specific qualifications. An altemative suggested by JlJ.bert is
'special family position'. This term carries the connotation that the high
achiever was perceived and treated as 'special' in the family, early in
his/her developrent. In addition to the 'special family position' a
'facilitating environment' is required (Winnicott 1957). The environment
is ·seen as 'facilitating' when, it identifies and capitalises on the
particular talents of the child relatively early in his/her lif€. Finally
.Albert (1980) proposes "that in order to understand what occurs in the
early developnent of any child, gifted or not, we need to look closely and
continually at what occurs within families" (Albert 1980, p.94).
2.6 EDUCATION
Education for the gifted varies according to the ideological and structural
characteristics of different societies. Differential groupings occur
according to class, school or extra-mural activity. In the United States
there are a few special schools for the gifted, hONever differentiation
according to school is relatively rare. An altemative fonn of grouping
for the gifted child is the special class within a regular school. In
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addition there are a number of techniques in use in the States which provide
for the gifted child in the regular classroom. These include
,.
individualisation of assignments, materials and acti\:ities. The rrost
widely operated facilities for the gifted child are those techniques
supplementary to school teaching. These include extra curricular activities
through school chills and university prograrrmes.
Knollys (1975), in her personal view on the education for the gifted child,
suggests that the play group pre-school education for gifted children is
insufficient and that a nursery school offering both rental stimulation and
play tilre is rrore advisable. Studies have sha-m that in the play situation
gifted children knaN rrore games of intellectual skills (e. g. bridge and
chess) than the average child and that these gifted children are less
interested in play which involves predaninantly si..nple sensori-rrotor
'activity. In general, canplicated, highly competitive games and outdoor
sports are favoured arrong the gifted. child.
'Ihe gifted child often has difficulty in finding playmates who are
congenial both in size and mental interests. p..s a result many such children
work out fo:rms of solitary intellectual play. Often' imaginary land' and
'imaginary playmates' are central in the gifted child's play. At present
there is no conclusive research indicating the effects of this play of the
imagination in gifted children. Knollys (1975) notes that hane education
should be conducted with caution. The danger arises when Parents pressure
their gifted child to the extent that he/she misses out on childhood
altogether .
Watts (1975) proposes that exceptional children all need exceptional
handling (practical and errotional help of a special kind). Exceptional
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children are seen as those children at either extremity of the norm range
i. e. l:x:>th subnomal and gifted children. In general, children at the
l:x:>ttan end of the scale have received rrore attention than those at· the top
end of the scale. The gifted child is seen as being rrore able to adjust
downwards to meet his/her classmates whereas it is rrore difficult for those
children at the l:x:>ttan end of the scale to adjust upwards. Ha.vever, this
is an insufficient explanation for not providing for the SPecial needs of
the gifted.
~lallace (1984) highlights numerous special considerations related. to the
education of exceptionally able children. 'J:he gifted child is a rrember of
a minority group. By nourishing his/her exceptional abilities, educators
widen the gap between the gifted child and the majority of his/her peers,
thereby increasing social isolation. Wallace (1984) suggests that a crucial
ccmponent in the education of the gifted is to provide the gifted child with
errotional security and hence coura<Je to accept his/her differences and to
stand alone. In addition it is necessary to help the gifted child to develop
an understanding and tolerance of others who are less able. Special
characteristics of gifted children appropos their education include (i) the
high level of .creative thinking, requiring the gifted child to step out of
the conventional thinking of the group, (ii) the discrepancy between
em:>tional maturity and intellectual understanding, (iii) an advanced
fluency and mastering of language may widen the gap in corrmunication levels
between the gifted child and his/her peers, and (iv) the gifted child's
rapid absorption and retention of ideas and kna-T1edge may lead to him/her
quickly exhausting the available curriculum material (vJallace 1984).
As noted by Nel in his report on the World Conference on Gifted Education
in Manila, 1983, controversy still exists as to whether to provide SPecial
classes or to provide for enrichment in regular classes in catering for
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the gifted. Although controversy exists as to the form of provision, IrOst
countries agree that differentiated educational provision must be made for
the gifted.
An additional controversy concerning the education of the gifted, is the
issue of acceleration versus enrichment. "Acceleration involves making
educational experiences available in less time or at an earlier age than
is norrral. Enriclnnent involves studying in great depth or breadth or at a
conceptually advanced level rather than a basic level" (Nel, 1984, p.6).
As noted by Nel (1984) IrOst prograrrmes provide for both acceleration and
enrichment. '!he curricular and instructional differentiation appropos
special programres for the gifted, may be in terms of breadth and/or
depth of study; tempo or pace; nature or kind. Ha-Jever, organisational
or. administrative arrangements often hamper the developrent of a
differentiated curriculum.
Nel (1984) explains'the IJUr:I?Ose of enrichment progranmes as, "to assist
pupils in accumulating valuable, useful and interesting kncmledge which
will enrich their lives and will actively prarote a creative atmJsphere to
develop their creative processes ... successful programres ensure that an
atmJsphere is created in which the pupil is rrotivated by challenge, ambition
is roused and the acquisition of kno.vledge is accelerated (Nel 1984, p.7).
'Recognize and educate your gifted and talented children noW, or lose them
forever' is the 'challenge to Africa' presented by Qrond (1980) in his paper,
The Education of The Gifted and Talented. Qrond (1980) endorses the
concept of giftedness and talent as embracing all kinds of abilitv; from
the academic intellectual pupil who is usually a convergent, conventional
thinker; to the divergent, unconventional thinker, ''who may sanetimes
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appear slow, even stupid" (Crn:md 1980, p. 2). The frustrated under-
achievers and 'arrogant loners', Qnond (1980) argues, are often the
products of the gifted and talented who are deprived of challenging,
learning situations, in and out of school. Qnond (1980) highlights the
consequences of Nor developing the potential of the gifted; the financial
costs of developing special prograrrmes versus the costs of the possible
medical discovery never made or political carpranise never reached
(Gallagher 1980) .. The danger of creating an elite is viewed as less
dangerous than is the danger of wasting existing human resources.
2. 7 TEST LIMITATICNS
Sternberg (1982) notes that standardised tests play a major part in
screening programs for identifying the gifted. He acknowledges the
'better' intelligence test's usefulness for screening purposes, when these
tests are used in conjunction with other criteria. However, Sternberg
aroues that tests only work for 'sane people sane of the time - not all
people all of the time'. He further argues that because tests are only
correct for a segrrent of the tested population, we fail to identify many
gifted individuals for whcm tests are an inadequate measure of their ability.
The result is an under-identification of the gifted.
Sternberg (1982) identifies four 'dubious assumptions' that underlie the
use of standardised tests. The first assumption is: 'To be smart is to be
fast'. Society in general associates speed with intellect. This
assumption underlies the majority of tests used in identification of the
gifted. Sternberg argues a.gainst this assumption proposiilg that it is both
unjustified and wrong. Studies to sUpJ:Ort Sternberg's (1982) argument
include; Baron (1981) who notes that in general a reflective rather than
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an impulsive style in problem solving tends to be associated with rrore
intelligent problem solving performance. Timed tests often require the
examinee to solve probletl"s impulsively. Sternberg (1981) in a study on
planning behaviour, notes that the importance in planning is not the total
time spent, but rather the distribution of this time across the various
kinds of planning one can do (e.g. problems specific versus global - high
order planning) .
Studies of reasoning behaviour in children and adults shows that the rrore
intellgent individuals tend to SPend relatively rrore time encoding the
terms of a problem in order to facilitate subsequent operations on these
encodings, (Sternberg and Rifkin 1979; Mulholland Pellegrino Glaser 1980).
Sternberg (1982) stresses that 'sanetimes sPeed is desirable, sanetimes
not'. The desirability of sPeed dePends upon the task and the particular
canponent of infonnation processing.
The second 'dubious' assumption' noted by SteriIDerg is that ' Intelligence
is last year's achieverrent'. Sternberg notes that the majority of tests
used for tl'ie assessrrent of intelligence place heavy achievement demands on
the students tested . Given adequate educational opportunities in a
suitable social and etrOtional environrrent, the achievement-testing
orientation is both acceptable and appropriate. However, the achievement
testing orientation may lead to invalid test results if the child's
environment is characterized by deprivation. This problem is confounded
when such deprived children will have to function in the 'normal' socio-
cultural milieu. Sternberg (1982) proposes a possible alternative to
overcome the above problem. He suggests identifying which abilities one
wants to measure by achievement-saturated tests and then to attempt to
measure these abilities rrore directlv in wavs that reduce the achievement_ ..L
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load. Sternberg examplifies this through the use of items that tap the
skills rather than their by-products.
The third 'dubious assumption' highlighted by Sternberg (1982) is,
'Testing needs to be conducted in a stressful, anxiety provoking situation'.
Most exaIllinees realise the crucial influence their test results will have
on their future. P. substantial proportion of examinees are test anxious
and often this anxiety will cripple their test perfomance. These
examinees are at a disadvantage when compared with sorre examinees for whan
little anxiety is generated by the testing situation or J?Ossibly a
beneficial effect is derived from such situations. Sternberg (1982)
examines alternative rreasures of ability which do not i..rrpose a differential
penalty on individuals with different levels of test anxiety. Alternative
rreasures include Feuerstein' s (1979) Learning Potential Assessment Device
(LPP.D) and behavioural checklists (Sternberg et al 1981). Sternberg
proJ?Oses these alternatives as supplements to standard intelligence tests
as they are much less stress provoking. Individuals with a discrepancy in
scores between these tests and standard intelligence tests would then merit
further follcw up.
Sternberg's final 'dubious assumption' is that 'Precision is tantarrount
to validity' . Studies that confirm that people tend to weigh accurate-
sounding information highly, include Nisbett and Ross (1980). The
appearance of precision (stating an exact IQ) does not necessarily say
anything about the validity of that score. Sternberg (1982) highlights
applicants that have shc:wn. excellent competence at the criterion tasks and
yet are rejected on the basis of test sr;ores. This illustrates the role of
tests becaning rrore .i.ITportant than the perforrrance it is supposed to
predict. In conclusion Sternberg notes "Tests work for some of the people
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some of the time ... applied conservatively and with full respect to all
of the available informa.tion ... they can be of some use. Misapplied or
overused, they become yet another of the lies we live by". (Sternberg 1982,
p.13) •
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CHAPI'ER 3: THE INDIAN AND v.,1HITE S<X1TH llFPJe'.l<NS
The population of the Republic of South P.frica is both racially and
ethnically diverse. It is therefore appropriate to place the two racial
groups focussed on in this study in their contextual framework.
3 • 1 INDIAN SOOTH P.FP.ICP<NS
Meer (1969) notes that distinctions drawn between different members of a
society are a social invention and are drawn for the purpose of social
evaluation. Governrrent legislation in South Africa divides the PeOple
into four categories: VImte; Coloured;P..siatic and. p.£rican. "The social
positions of these four 'race' groups is arranged along a vertical p::wer
structure, in which the greatest disparity exists between the status of
~1hites and non-vhites" (Meer 1969, p. 60) .
V',mtes and non-v.1hites are segregated through Government legislation and
rigid social barriers. Although the non-TNhites are not as rigidly divided
frcm each other as they are fran v..mtes, there is very little contact
between them. This' infonnal segregation' has been explained as being due
to historical tradition of social segregation and legislation that seperates
the non-~A1hite groups socially and econanically .
The South African Indian :iJrrnigrants consisted initiallY of an indentured
camn.mity with a srrall [.Ortion of independent traders. They found
themselves in an increasingly Nhite-daninated, race stratified society
which resulted in a unique socio-economic !X'litical response. Moodley (1975)
emphasises the i.Irportance of analysinq the political behaviour of Indians
in interaction with other racial croups rather than considerina the Indian... _. -'
camnmity in isolation fron the total South P.~frican structure. Moodley' s
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(1975) study investigates the extent to which class differences have
replaced ethnic identity or coincide with it.
Moodley (1975) considers the socio-pJlitical group characteristics of
Indian South Africans and notes that the IndianS. in South Africa can be
analogized with the Coloureds in that they constitute an intenrediate
caste in the socio-political sense. They both have neither the numerical
po.ver of the African population, nor the political power of the White
minority. In addition the Indian and Coloured castes share econanically
and legally approximately the same level of discrimination by the Whites
and relative privilege vis-a.-vis the Africans. However, several irrportant
differences between the Indian and Coloured groups do exist. One of the
Irost irrportant differences (as cited by Moodley 1975) is the socio-cultural
cohesiveness of the Indians as canpared with the virtual anomie of the
Coloureds. '!his has resulted in differences in the social integration of
the two groups ..
The distinct cultural traditions and relative cohesiveness of the Indian
carmunity is of particular interest when considering that in religious and
linguistic terms, the Indians constitute a highly diversified group. The'
Indians in South Africa canprise of Hindus, Moslems, Christians, Zoroastrions
and Agnostics with varying languages, Tamil, Telegu, Hindi, Gujerati and
Urdu; however the majority of Indians do speak English to varying degrees.
Meer (1969) argues that although Indians are canposed of sub-groups and
sub-cultures, "South African Indians do constitute a single carmunity in
which members occupy the numerous positions in the occupational and social
hierarchy, regardless of such differences" (Meer 1969, p.63). In addition
public associations such as economics, politics , civic amenities, education
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social welfare and recreation have drawn the diverse Indian group together.
It is irrJ!:xJrtant to consider the historical background of the Indian South
1<.£ricans: 1860 denotes the beginning of the Indian presence in South
Africa. At this time "The colonial goverrunent of India, at the invitation
of its Natal counterpart which clai.rnec1. that indigenous labour was
'unreliable' , sent out labourers to work on the sugar plantations. The
Indian labourers were contracted to serve a five-year period of indenture,
after which they could reindenture thernselves or take up any other type of
employment. Jl£ter ten years they were to be given the option either of
returning to India, passage paid, or of becoming pennanent settlers in
Natal with a grant of crown land of equal value. Most Indians who came to
South Africa under these conditions opted to settle. The early settlers
engaged rrostly in agricultural activity and were soon supplying Durban's
fruit and vegetable requirements. Other fo:rmer indentured workers rroved
into :the coal mines, railways and general services" (B.oodley 1975, p·.252).
Subsequent imnigrants were 'free' or 'passenger' Indians who were able to
engage in trade. 1<13 a result the image of the Indian began to change fron
dependent labourer to !X'tential canpetitor. A series of discriminatory
rreasures began with the arise of antagonism between the White settlers and
the Indians. In H393 the parliamentaJ:y franchise was officially withdrawn.
In 1913 the Indian Imnigration Act prohibited the entry of new immigrants,
apart fran the wives or children of established settlers. In 1923 the
insertion of anti-Asiatic clauses in title deeds was legalized and in 1924
the municipal franchise was withdrawn in Durban. This discriminatory
legislation led to considerable tension between the politically dominant
hmtes and the Indians.
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By 1961 a neN approach in the fonn of a policy of sePeratedevelopnent was
adopted. Indians were to be accepted as the cOlmtry I s I permanent
responsibility' and the Government established the Department of Irrlian
Affairs. In accordance with the policy of sePerate developnent, Indians
are residentially restricted under the Group Areas Act and are subject to
segregated facilities.
Moodley (1975) notes the social changes within the Indian canmunity. The
family business, exterrled family and corrmunal life have been the fundamental
building blocks upon which Indians were able to accumulate initial capital.
Havever, the Indian carrnunity reflects the developnent of a society in
transition, rroving from traditional means of proo.uction to industrialization.
The current trend is tavards the nuclear family, a stronger enphasis on
individualism and wanen's emancipation. Econanically there is an
increasing concentration of Indians in manufacturing, ccmnerce and services.
Despite these socio-econanic changes, the Indians in South Africa have
maintained their cultural identity. f...s a group the Indians shav evidence
of exclusivism, illustrated by distinctive clothing, limited social mixing
with other groups and feN inter-marriages. Meer (1969) notes that although
Durban Indians are integrated into the highly cosnopoLitan, urban econany,
many of their attitudes and patterns of social life continue to be
traditionally oriented. Moodley (1975) postulates that as a rneans of
surviving in a hostile environment, South African Indians have held onto
traditional cultural tenets and found solace in their history and
philosophy.
The Indian cornnunity in South Africa have fonned. welfare, cultural and
religious organisations and financed their own schools. A strong emphasis
is placed on any possible educational opportunity. Parents exploit all
their financial resources in order to send their children for professional
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education which they view as the only security for the future. Increased
educational experiences have served as fuel for an overall 'politicization '
of the younger middle-class generation. In addition the impact of
education has increased Indian identity and social awareness leading to a
rrore nationalistic orientation. However inequality and differing interests
within the Indian carmunity are evident, particularly between the new
leadership, canprising young Indian professionals and the intelligencia,
and the rrore compranising older carmercial elite.
In considering the impact of Nationalist legislation in South l\£rica,
Moodley (1975) notes that the Group 1'reas Act of 1950 was the rrost severe
piece of legislation to effect Indians, who had substantial property
holdings at the time. 'rhis act had significant consequences within the
politico-social environment. Considerable financial loss was incurred by
Indian property avners. There was a shortage of accaocdation in the; newly
declared Indian areas and dispossessed horne-avners had to pay inflated
prices for accarm::::dation. The social consequences of The Group Areas Act
led to increased camn.mity dispersion, eroding the traditional South
l\.frican Indian way of life. Extended families had to split and resettle
according to individual financial means and carmunal facilities were
uprooted. The consequences were large-scale social disorganization within
the Indian corrmunity•
The establishment of the Department of Indian Affairs had a significant
effect on Indian education. The school administration, previously under
the Natal Provincial Administration, was taken over by the Department of
Indian Affairs. Although provision of better j?hysical facilities and
increased salaries were planned, teachers carplain about the over-emphasis
of bureaucratic requirements, enforced by frequent 'inspections' at the
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expense of innovative teaching. '!he result has been a decline in the
n1.ID1ber of Indians entering the teaching profession and an increase in the
number of qualified teachers leaving the profession. In addition Mcx:>dley
(1975) notes a general 'politicization' of the teaching profession under
the Departrrent of Indian A£fairs that has becane evident. The invitation
of guest speakers to address a school; surveys and research projects are
subject to obtaining pennission fran the Departrrent of Indian Affairs.
This inhibits the teacher's ability to oPerate freely and creatively
within the profession. A similar 'politicization' process is evident in
the government-run University of Durban-~·lestville.
In considering the cultural variations, the Van Zijl, Fouche (1980) study
produced sane interesting results. '!he responses of Indian, English and
Afrikaans speaking White first-year university students were examined.
The findings indicate that the. Indian subjects shav an unwillingness to
consult their Parents on intimate matters. In contrast, the· English and
Afrikaans groups view their parents as a prime source of support during
periods of inner distress. Ccmnunication with Indian psychologists offers
an explanation for the above-mentioned finding; "The Parental figures in
the traditional Indian family set-up is a patriachal one with the father
often inainly concerned with providing of prirrary material needs (ie.
housing, finance) and with the mother actively involved with the
secondary needs (eg. housekeeping; cooking) ... " (Van Zijl, Fouche 1984,
p.128). It is further noted that a pr:ilnary problan facing the Indian
student in the Western academic environment is the backwards and fo:r::wards
transition fran one cultural milieu to another.
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3.2 Y-.lUTE SOUTH AFRICANS
,.
The ~Jhites in South Africa, a rninority of the total population,
constitute the ruling group and hold both econanic and political :£?OWer.
White South Africans are ethnically divided into two groups; the English
and Afrikaans speakers and the vast majority of both groups are urban.
Although South Africa is a plural society, until the establishment of the
Tricameral Government (1984), South Africa's effective governmental
structures were unitary with the effective p<:Jiler held by the ~Jhite minority.
Van der Merwe et al (1974) notes that traditionally White South .f>..fricans
have resisted trends tC7Nards the merging with Black and Coloured groups.
Initially segregation was endorsed by the developnent of racial and ethnic
attitudes which prevented meaningful social contact across colour and
culture lines. Since the caning to ~rer of the National Party· (1948),
segregation has been fonnalized into·an ideology which- constitutes a
rationalization for seperation which is endorsed through legislation.
The division within the ~Jhite South African population has been English
versus Afrikaans-speaking, this division is viewed as secondary to the
colour .divisions evident in South Africa. HC7Never in discussing ~Jhite
South Africans, one cannot ignore the Englishj.f>..£rikaans dichotarw and the
resultant differences in socialization. Historically the distribution of
the White population was such that the urban areas were predaninantly
English and the rural predaninantly .f>..frikaans. More recently, .f>..£rikaans
urbanization has altered this EnglishjAfrikaans population distribution.
Traditionally Afrikaner socializing influences provide a unity of the:re
which is not evident to the same extent am:mgst English-speakers. The
present study concentrates on English-speaking South Africans and it is
therefore that this group is the focus of this resUl'I't€.
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An analysis of English-speaking v.:hite South P..£rican socialization is
complicated by the heterogeneous socialization patterns evident in this ,,
group. The major English-speaking countries, viz. the United Kingdom, the .
United States of Arrerica, Canada, Australia and New Zealand have had a
significant influence in the socialization process of ~'\"hite English-speakers
in South P..£rica.
Van der MeIWe et al (1974) notes that in accordance with broad patterns of
socialization, English-speakers tend to hold rrore flexible and liberal
attitudes than P..£rikaaners. The elite English-speakers values, traditionally
approximating those of the Western academic warId, have set them at
variance with v.1hite South African political ideas. This could be ascribed
to the fact that English-language educational institutions have tended to
be influenced by their counterpart overseas institutions.
Van 'der Merwe et al (1974) in their study: White- South A6JUc.a.n. EU.te6,
concludes: "The English-speaking elites:~.had ethnically diverse origins,
a wide spread of religious allegiance and have grONl1 up mainly from an
urban base. Historically English-speakers have held the economic power
because of the skills which they carmand and the ability to contribute
capital. Their education was seperate from that of the P..£rikaaners and,
whilst not infused with any particular nationalist ethos, it did set them
apart form their White fellow countryn-en. But English-speakers show little
group cohesion and have not produced a coherent ideology" (Van der Merwe
1974, p.170).
It is important to note that the Van der MeIWe et al (1974) study
concentrates on vm.ite South African Elites. The elite group differ in
many respects to the 't-'1hite population as a whole. <:wing to the paucity
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of White culture research in South l'£rica, there is little canparable
material which enables one to assess adequately the relationship of the
elites to the qeneral T~1hite population, with regard to attitudes and.. .- •..
socialization. Hcwever, although v1hite English-speaking elites [(light
constitute a sub-group, on a broader perspective both English and Afrikaans
White South Africans remain the political elite group in South Africa.
In examining the political history of liberal and radical alternatives in
South Africa, the political success of antiliberal nationalistic forces
becanes evident. The MU.te, liberal stance in South Fo£rica, which purports
legal and political equality with a promise of equality of opportunities
has, to date, proved unfruitful in South Africa. Many fonner White liberals
have jettisoned earlier idealistic principles in favour of political
survival (Adam, Giliorree 1979). This change is particularly evident in
the White English-sp=aking universities where, in general, the students
have tended tcwards an apolitical , individual career orientation. The
once outspoken liberal consensus of faculty and administration at the
English campuses has faded into feN and isolated incidents of political
protest.
Adam ancl Gilianee (1979) explore the failure of v-mte South ll.£rican
liberalism; they note that the liberal belief rests on the idealistic
assumption that people will abandon their particularistic group interest
in favour of El. universal truth, morality or humanity. HCMever group
rrembership which guarantees material benefits of p<::1Ner and privilege
leave little hope for the success of individualistic appeal. A short-
caning of t..he hhite liberals, is that they have not -transcended the
abstract realm of humanity and individual charity to a concrete articulation
of econanic and political alternatives that would attempt to reconcile the
divergent Black and TA]hite interests in a specific blueprint with broad appeal.
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CHAPI'ER 4: RESEARCH DESIGN
4. 1 PRELIMINARY PR<XEXJRE
The research depended on the co-operation of : The Natal and Indian
Education Depa.rt::rrents; the school principals and school counsellors;
the parents/guardians of the sample and finally the sample themselves.
Pennission fron the above-mentioned two education departments, to conduct
research, was obtained. The school counsellors and principals were
contacted and, with their approval, sent selection criteria forms (see
appendix B). The parents of the selected sample were then sent letters
of request with pennission forms and the biographical questionnaire
(see appendices C and A res:cectively). Finally the PHSF Relations
Questionnaire was administered to the selected sample, out of school hours.
4 •2 THE SN-1PLE .
The total sample of sixty, consisted of : Thirty Indian and thirty ~1J:lite
gifted (IQ 130+) male and female children with an average age of 15.0
years for the Indian sample and 15.2 years for the ~"hite sample. The
Indian sample represents seven schools in the Chatsworth area and the ~1hite
sample represents six, English-media' schools in the greater Durban area.
Subjects came fran residential areas and schools that represent a wide range
of socio-economic groups. The socio-econanic status level was based upon
father's occupation, following Hurbans (1980) who noted that occupational
status has long been regarded as the best single measure of socio-econanic
status. Schlerrmer L and Stopforth P (1979): A GtUde to the COcUYl.g On
Oc.c.upa.:ttono -<-Yl. South AnJUc.a., was used to categorize the socio-econatlic
groups.
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4 •3 CRITERIA FOR SEI:..ECTIN:; Sl.JBJECI'S
The subjects were selected. and matched. on the follOW'ing criteria:
4.3.1 IQ An IQ of 130 and above was decided. ufX)n as the cut-off
fX)int for selection. The NSAIS and GTISA was used. for the
White and Indian samples respectively. The difficulties in
definition and identification of the gifted. is discussed. in
chapter two. IQ as a measure of intellectual giftedness still
daninates as an objective selection criteria (Nel; PasSOW'
1983). This research: questions the use of IQ in the study of
giftedness and uses it only as an initial objective selection
criteria.
4.3.2 AGE All subjects were matched on age, determined. by their birth
date. The average age for the total sample was 15 years 1
rocmth. Average age for the Indian sample was 15.0 years and
15.2 years for the White sample. The PHSF Relations
Questionnaire requires that the testee be in the age group of
14 to 19 years.
4.3.3 SEX It was attenpted to match the subjects on the exact sex ratio
(15 Indian and 15 White females and males respectively). This
precise aim was not achieved resulting in: 13 female Indians;
20 female Whites; 17 male Indians and 10 male Whites.
4.3.4 RACE As previously stated., 30 Indian and 30 White subjects were
selected.. The Indian subjects came from the Chatsworth area,
while the ~\1hite subjects cam: fran the greater Durban. area.
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4 .4 INSTRUMENI'S USED
The following instruments were used in this research:
1. Selection Criteria Rer:ort canpleted by the School Counsellor.
2. Biographical Questionnaire cOI1'pleted by the parents/guardians.
3. Personal, Hcme, Social arrl administered to the sixty subjects .
Fo:rmal Relations Questionnaire
(PHSF)
A discussion on each of the measuring instruments follaws:
4.4 .1 SELEX:TION CRITERIA REPORT (See appendix B)
Selection criteria rer:orts were given to all the school counsellors
involved in this research. The school counsellors were requested to
cOI1'plete one rer:o~ per subject. The selection criteria rer:ort required
the follawing details about each subject:
Biographical info:rmation
The subject's school standard
The subjects IQ score or. indication that the IQ score was above 130
An indication that the subject was not an underachiever. COpies of
school rer:orts were requested.
The selection criteria rer:ort facilitated the school counsellors in
conducting the intital screening of subjects and served as the school
counsellor's rer:ort on each subject.
4.4.2 BI<X;RAPHICAL CUESTIONNAIRE (See apPendix A)
The biographical questionnaire was adapted from Watkinson (1980). It
included biographical details about both the subject and hisjher family and
social background; information such as : age, sex, number of children in the
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family, birth order, and parents occupation. In addition questions on the
interpersonal functioning of the subjects were included. The aim of these
questions was two-foldi firstly to examine the parents' assessment of the
subject and secondly to provide additional information to carpliment the
PHSF Relations Questionnaire. These questions examined the conmunication
ability of the subject in the hane, peer group and fonnal settings. In
order to provide a wholistic view of the subject, questions concerning the
subjects interests, hobbies and other extra curricular activities were
included. These questions were used to provide additional qualitative
information about the subject.
4 .4.3 THE PERSONAL, HCME, SOCIAL AND FOR-1AL RELATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
(PHSF RELATIONS g,JESTIONNAIRE)
(A) INrROOOcrION
The Personal, Hane, Social and Formal Relations Questionnaire (PHSF) is a
revision of the Adjustment Questionnaire of the National Bureau of
Educational and Social Research (1951) . The final form of the PHSF was
carpleted in 1969. "The purpose of the PHSF Relations Questionnaire is to
rreasure, by rreans of eleven canponents, the personal, horre, social and
formal relations of high school pupils, students and adults in order to
determine the level of adjusbnent" (PHSF Manual 1971, p.5). Adjusbnent
has been defined as: "the dynamic process by which a person strives to
satisfy hisjher inner needs through ma.ture, efficient and healthy responses
and at the same time strives to cope successfully with the demands of the
enviroI1ITent in order to attain a ha:rmonious relationship between the self
and the environment" (PHSF Manual 1971, p.5).
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It is assurred fron the above definition that interactional relations exist
between the individual and the envirorunent as well as within the individual.
Good adjustment is viewed as the developnent of healthy relations within
the self and between the self and the environment. When these relations are
inefficient, irnnature and unsuccessful they are termed as maladjustment.
The underlying rationale of the PHSF' is ooncemed with the expression-and
dynamics of personality traits in the person' s striving for harnony within
the self and between the self and the environment.
(B) DESCRIPI'ION OF THE PHSF' CCMPCNENI'S
The PHSF' is divided into four main adjustment areas: Personal, Heme, Social,
Formal and measures eleven carp:ments of adjustment within these four
areas. In addition, a Desirability scale, indicating the honesty with
which the person answered the questions, is included in the PHSF' relations
questionnaire. The following is a detailed description of· the four
adjustment areas and eleven cc:rcponents:
pERsoNAL RELATIONS (P)
Personal relations refer to the intra-personal relations of the in::1ividual.
Five components of personal relations are measured in the PHSF relations
questionnaire.
" (a) self-confidence (Variable 1)
The degree of self-confidence displayed by a person can be
detennined by his c:wn assurance that, when undertaking a test, he will
be able to execute it successfully and be satisfied with the results.
(b) Self-Esteem (Variable 2)
The degree of a person's self-esteem is revealed by
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(i) the degree of self-acceptance (a feeling of satisfaction with
himself);
(ii) the degree to which personal standards are reached and the
extent to which he feels accepted by others;
(iii) congruency between that which a person thinks he is and what he
ought to be (the ability to evaluate, accept and develop his
personality characteristics);
(iv) the dearee to which he feels that he canpares well with others
of his group.
(c) Self-control (Variable 3)
The degree of a person's self-control is detennined by his ability to
control or canalise his errotions and impulses in socially acceptable
ways.
(d) Nervousness (Variable 4)
The de~ee of tension as revealed by anxious, aimless behaviour
(cailpulsiveness) and obsessional thoughts , gives an indication of
the person's nervousness. The ass1.JII'Ption is· that absence of such
symptans indicates the absence of nervousness.
(e) Health (Variable 5)
The degree to which his body functions effectively, as experienced
by the person, and the disclosing of a healthy attitude tONards his
body, can be detenn:ined by the absence of· preoccupation with his
physical condition. "
(PHSF'Manual 1978, op.2,3).
HCME RELATIONS . (H)
Hare relations refers to the relations experienced by the person within the
family, as a member of that family. Two canponents are included in the
rreasurerrent of hare relations.
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" (a) Family Influences (Variable 6)
The degree to which the person experiences satisfaction in his
relationships with his parents, his position ID the family, and the
socio-econanic circumstances of his family, can serve as an
indication of J:X)sitive family relationships which act upon him.
(b) Personal Freedan (Variable 7)
The degree of personal freedan enjoyed by a person is detennined by
opportunities offered to him by meaningful persons in his life, to
express his ~ init.iative and to realise his ~ unique
potentialities."
(PHSF ~tanual 1978, p.3).
SOCIAL RElATIONS (S)
SOCial relations refers to the person I s interactions within the social
environment. Specifically it deals with the manner in which a person
·engages in hanronious and infornal.relations within the social environment.
Three CCI\1fX)nents are included. in social relations:
" (a) SOCiability - G (Variable 8)
This refers to the qeneral social adjustment and is characterized
by the degree to which a person spontaneously partakes in social
activities and is revealed by his ability to -
(i) create ties of friendship; .
(ii) be interested in the activities of his group;
(iii) sympathise with others;
(iv) confonn with the nonns of the group.
(b) SOCiability - S (Variable 9)
The degree to which a person is capable of fonning fr:j.endly relations
with a specific person of the op[.X)site sex and to accept the advances
of the latter, is an indication of his ability to form social
relationships with the opposite sex without being self-conscious.
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(c) Moral Sense (Variable 10)
The degree of a person's rroral sense is revealed by -
(i) the degree of certainty he experiences when he acts
according to accepted noms;
(ii) his endeavour to avoid conflict with society;
(iii) the feelings of guilt he displays when he disregards the
accepted norms."
(PHSF' Manual 1978, p.4).
FORMAL REI.1'.TIONS (F)
Fonnal relations refers to those relations occuring in formal situations,
such as; school, college, university or in an occupation. There is only
one canp:>nent in fo:r:mal relations:
" Forrnal Relations (Variable 11)
The degree of success with which a person can uphold formal relations,
is revealed by -
(i) the ability to enter into effective and healthy relations with
superiors and figures of authority;
(ii) the joy he experiences as a result of his relations with
superiors or figures of authority;
(iii) the confidence placed in him by meaningful persons in his life~
(PHSF Manual 1978, pp. 4,5).
The method of answering the PHSF relations questionnaire is through the
use of a four-point scale. The person indicates HOW OFI'EN he/she
experiences certain relations or situations by marking one of the
follONing syrn1xlls on the answer sheet:







Item selection and factor analysis preceded the final standardised form
of the PHSF' Relations Questionnaire. The final form of the PHSF',
consisting of 180 items, was carpiled and applied during Talent Survey
(1969) to 1788 standard ten pupils at high schools in the cape, Orange Free
State, Natal and South West Africa, for the calculation of norms. In
addition the PHSF' was applied to a representative sample of standard eight
(N = 1279) and standard nine (N = 1382) pupils in the four provinces of the
Republic of South Africa (1971). The schools were selected in such a way
that urban, rural and industrial areas, as well as provincial, agricultural
and ccmnercial schools were reoresented. There was an approximately equal
distribution of the samples according to school standard, ~anguage and sex.
Nonns (stanines) were calculated seperately for males and females.
(ii) INDIAN SllMPLE
An i tern analysis was conducted in order to determine the suitability of
the i terns in the PHSF questionnaire for Indian pupils. The PHSF' was
applied to a representative sample of 2583 Indian pupils during April/Hay
1976. Based on the item analysis, a decision to retain all the items of
the PHSF in unchanged form was made. The discriminant and difficulty
indices compared favourably with those obtained for Whites. There were
no indications of differences which would result fron differences in
culture. Seperate nonns were established for males and females, as well as
for age groups 14 years, 15 years and 16 - 19 years.
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(D) RELPBILITY
Ferguson's adaptation of the Kuder-Fichardson forrm.l1a 20 was used to
calculate the reliability of the PH..SF. Reliability denonstrates the
degree of accuracy and the consistency with which a test measures. The
reliability coefficients of the PHSF range between 0.5 and 0.8 (with the
exception of two) and shCM a tendency to increase with the age of the
testees. The reliability of a test is related to the error of measurement
of the test.The greater the reliability, the less the error of measurement.
(E) STA.ND1\RD ERroR CF NEASUREMENr
The standard error of rneasurerent indicates the randan fluctuation of test
scores. The error of measurement indices are given in terms. of stanines.
Jl,n example of PHSF error of measurement is 0.6. This means that the obtained
score (stanine) may vary randanly between 0.6 less than and 0.6 IIDre than
the actual score in approximately two-thirds of the cases - (ie: stanine
= 5, may vary between 4.4 and 5.6 in two-thirds of the cases) .
(F) .FACfOR ANALYSIS
A factor analysis of the eleven canponents of the PHSF questionnaire was
conducted. The Principal Factor Analysis method was used and the axes
were rotated according to the Varirnax criterion. It was established that
for a 99 per cent level ·of confidence, a loading of 0.21 in the case of
males and 0.27 in the case of females can be regarded as significant. In
the identified adjustment areas of the PHSF, only one factor loading falls
belCM the cut-off point, narrely 0.29 for self-confidence, in the case of
females. The maximum number of factors interpreted was determined acccrding
to Cattell's (1966) scree test.
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(G) VALIDITY
Research done with the preliminary fonn of the PHSF showed that the PHSF
possesses a fairly high degree of construct validity. In addition,the PHSF'
was found to have a fairly high degree of concept validity as derronstrated
fran a provisional factor analysis on the PH....'iF and the F-.d.justInent
Questionnaire (NBAO). The components of the PHSF show a rrore clearly
differentiated factor canposition than the fields of the NBAQ.
The PHSF' has been applied to pupils in two schools for behavioural deviates,
and were' then corrq;>ared with the standard ten nbnn group. The results of
this comparison derronstrates that the PHSF' discriminates relatively
consistently between the nonn group and the group of deviate males and
females. However, further validity studies of the PHSF' are needed.
'(H) APPLICl\TION' AND SCORING
In accordance with test regulations (HSRC) the PHSF' Relations Questionnaire
should be applied by guidance counsellors or psych0109'ists only. The
questionnaire should be applied in a roan which is relatively free of
disturbances and each testee should be provided with a questionnaire, an
answer sheet, a pencil and an eraser. There is no time limit imposed, but
testees are asked to work as quickly as possible; it is advised that testees
mark their initial reaction. In instructing the testees, the tester should
emphasise that the words 'How often... ' should be read before each question
and that no questions should be skipPed.
Emphasis is placed on accuraC'.] when scoring the PHSF and it is advised that
the scores are checked by a second person or counted twice. The PHSF
provides two standardized scoring keys. Scoring key mnnber one is used for
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corrponents 1, 2, 7, 8, 10 and 11, while scoring key number two is used
for corrponents 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 and 12,. There are 15 items per corrponent.
A four point scale is used and weights are assigned to each division of
the scale. The positive questions have weights 3, 2, 1 and 0 whereas the
negative questions have weights 0, 1, 2 and 3 according to the four answer
positions on the answer sheets. A score of 1 point is allocated in cases
where i terns are not narked or where two or rrore answer positions are
marked. The raw scores are then converted into norIPS (stanines) for each
corrponent. The stanine scale (nine-point standard scale) is a nonnalised
scale. It prOVides standard scores of 1 to 9 with an average of 5 and a
standard deviation of 1 - 96. Each stanine represents a certain
theoretical percentile range (see appendix D: Interpretation of stanines) .
(I) INI'ERPREI'ATION OF SCORES
When interpretations are made from the PHSF' results, a single score ;;hould
not be regarded as an absolute measurement. Ideally these scores should be
related to other information about the individual (eg. biographical
infonnation and other test data). It is essential to take the standard
errors of measurement into account when interpretating the results. This
provides an indication of the randan fluctuation of the scores.
In the interpretation, cognisance should be taken of variation between the
four main adjustment areas as well as possible relationships that may exist
between certain canponents , especially canponents within the same main
adjustment area. A HIGH score indicates a GOOD adjustrrent while a I..J::M
score indicates possible maladjustment. A positive connotation is applied
to scores higher than a stanine of 5, whereas a negative connotation is
ascribed to the comp:ments when the score is below a stanine of 5. In
addition the desirability scale should be taken into account in the
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interpretation as this provides an indication of the honesty with which the
testee answered the questionnaire. In general, honesty in answering is
indicated by a HIGH score, while a lDW score indicates the possibility that
the testee wanted to present him/herself in a I favourable light'.
4 .5 PRCCEDURE
Using the selection criteria report and biographical questionnaire as a
guideline, and having obtained parental consent, 60 subjects who met the
criteria for selection formed the sample. The two groups, thirty Indians
and thirty Whites, were tested on two seperate days, one week apart. Both
groups were tested out of school hours, on Saturday nornings. The PHSF
Relations Questionnaire was administered to both groups with the sane set
of administration instructions, preceding the test. (See appendix E for
administration instructions). Test administration was conducted by the
researcher and her supervisor.
The first group to be tested was the Indian group. The test was conducted
in a school hall in the Chatsworth area. The White group was tested the
follcwing week in a lecture roan at the University of Natal, Durban. On
completion of the PHSF Relations Questionnaire the testees were provided
with refresl1nents and given the opp::>rtunity for infonnal discussion.
The responses were scored by the researcher using the two standardized
scoring keys and were checked by a second independent person. The responses
were then statistically analysed using the Kruskal-vlallis one-way analysis
of variance by ranks.
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4 .6 RATIONALE FOR 'lEE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY RANKS
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance is a non-parametric test
appropriate for a number of independent randcm samples and an ordinal scale
of rreasurement. '!he test involves a canparison of the sum of the rankings
for each of the categories of the nominal-scale variables. The Kruskal- .
Wallis technique tests the null hyt:X)thesis that the K samples care frcm the
same populations or frcm identical populations with respect to averages,
assuming that the variable under study has an underlying continuous
distribution. A statistic H is computed in order to measure the degree to
which the various stmlS of ranks differ from what would be expected under
the null hyt:X)thesis. If the probability associated with the observed
value of H is equal to or less than the previously set level of
significance, in this study :0.05, then Ho is rejected in favour of Hi.
Deatils of the results and analysis are presented in the follCMing chapter.
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CHAPI'ER 5: RESULTS OF THE S'IUDY
The data used in the analyses was based on the response of thirty Indian
and thirty White gifted children of both sexes, to the PHSF Relations
Questionnaire. A detailed appraisal of the PHSF is provided in chapter
four. A biograr:hical questionnaire was used to provide additional
information for analysis purposes (see appendix A) .
The responses of each individual subject were scored using the standard
PHSF scoring keys. The raw score obtained for each P.H.S.F. variable
was converted into a stanine score. Seperate standardized nonn tables
were used for Irrlian and w11ite, male and fema.le subjects. The Indian
male and female nonn tables are detemined according to age while the White
male and female nonn tables are detennined by school starrlard. Both
samples were matched on age so as to equate the age versus school standard
nonn tables.
The obtained scores were analysed to detennine the similarities and/or
differences between the interpersonal relations of Irrlian and White gifted
children. To investigate the differences, if any, between the Indian and
White sample, the PHSF relations scores were subjected to the Kruskal-
Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks. A detailed rationale for
using the Kruskal-~vallis technique is provided in chapter four.
The follCMing tables represent the results of the analysis:
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5.1 DATA FR:M 'mE PHSF RELATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
TABLE 5.1.1: KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE




Self Confidence 6.50· 4.90 6.68
Self Esteem 5.07 5.30 0.14
Self Control 4.20 4.23 0.004
Nervousness 4.80 5.40 1.28
Health 5.77 5.77 0.03
Family Influence 4.50 4.30 . 0.22
Personal Freedan 5.63 5.43 0.07
Sociability (G) 4.75 4.95 0.31
SOCiability (S) 5.27 4.77 1. 74
Moral Sense 4.60 4.87 0.26
Fonnal Relations 5.80 4.77 4.28




+ = Significant, P ~ 0.05
Table 5.1.1 shows that in this study, there is a significant difference
between Indian and White gifted children on the variables: self-confidence
and fonnal relations. 'Ihe means indicate .that for both self-confidence
and fonnal relations, Indians have a significantly higher level of
adjustment within the starrlardized Indian population as compared to the
White sample within the standardized White population. No significant
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differences were found between Indian and White gifted children on the
remaining ten PHSF variables. On all variables, the means show that both
the Indians and Whites score within the average range of adjustment (54%)
on a 1 - 9 stanine scale (see appendix D: Interpretation of stanines) •
The graphical representation (fugure I, page 52 ) illustrates (visually)
the proximity of the Indian and White sample's mean scores.
TABLE 5.1.2: SCORE DISTRIBUTION: SELF CONFIDEN:E
SELF CONFIDEN:E B:EU:m AVERAGE AVERAGE ABOVE AVERAGE
STANINE 1 - 3 STANINE 4 - 6 STANINE 7 - 9
INDIAN 13.3% 36.7% 50%
WHITE 30% 43.3% 26.7%
N=60
Table 5.1.2 illustrates that on the PHSF variable, self confidence, 50%
of Indians and 26,7% of Whites scored within the above averagejhigh
stanine range. Whereas 13.3% of Indians and 30% of Whites scored within
the below average/lcw stanine range. (Staninesl - 3 are defined as belcw
average/lcw, while stanines 7 - 9 are defined as above averagejhigh) •
TABLE 5.1.3: SCORE DISTRIBUTION: FORMAL RElATIONS
FORJIAL RElATIONS BELOW AVERAGE AVERAGE AOOVE AVERAGE
STANINE 1 - 3 STANINE 4 - 6 STANINE 7 - 9
INDIAN 13.3% 43.3% 43.3%










GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE PHSF DATA:
KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,
(INDIAN AND WHITE; MALE AND FEMALE COMBINED)
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Table 5.1.3 illustrates that on the PHSF variable formal relations, 43.3%
of Indians and 20% of Whites scored within the above average/high stanine
range. While 13.3% of Indians and 26.7% of Whites scored within the belON
average/ION stanine range.
TABLE 5.1.4: KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIAN:E




Self COnfidence 6.46 5.00 2.87
Self Esteem 5.54 5.40 0.07
Self Control 3.85 4.35 0.68
Nervousness 5.00 5.65 0.27
Health 5.39 6.60 1.73
Family Influence 4.62 4.65 0.01
Personal Freedan 5.85 5.50 0.14
,
Sociability (G) 4.69 4.90 0.25
Sociability (S) 4.85 5.10 0.04
Moral Sense 4.69 5.05 0.22
Fonned Relations 5.39 4.80 0.91
Desirability 6.69 7.05 0.65
.
N=13 N=20 N=33
Table 5.1.4 ShONS that there is no significant difference between Female
Indian and White gifted children on any of the measured PHSF' variables.
The means ShON that both Indian and ~3hite females, in this study, score
within the average range of adjustment (54%) on a 1 - 9 stanine scale, with
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the exception of the Indian females' self control score which is slightly
belON' average - (see appendix D: Interpretation of stanines) .
TABLE 5 .1. 5: KRUSKAL-HALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE




Self Confidence 6.53 4.70 3.84
self Esteem 4.71 5.10 0.17
Self Control 4.47 4.00 0.62
Nervousness 4.65 4.90 0.11
Health 6.06 4.10 5.93
Family Influence 4.41 3.60 1.39
Personal Freedan 5.47 5.30 0.01
Sociability (G) 4.77 . 5.00 0.05
.
Sociability (S) 5.59 4.10 3.44
Mor~.l Sense 4.53 4.50 0.00
Formal Relations 6.12 4.70 2.63




+ Significant, P~ 0.005
Table 5.1. 5 ShCMS that, in this study, there is a significant difference
between Indian and ~'1hite HALE gifted children on the PHSF variables: self
confidence and health. The means indicate that for both self confidence and
health, the Indian sample has a significantly higher level of adjust:rrent
within the standardized Indian population as carpared to the level of
adjusbnent of the White sample within the standardized White population.
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No significant differences were found between Indian and White male gifted
children on the remaining ten PHSF variables. The means on all variables
except family influence (~Vhite) shcw that both Indian and White gifted
males score within the average range of adjustment (54%) on a 1 - 9
stanine scale (see appendix D). On the variable family influence, the
White males score slightly below the standardized average of the White male
population.
5.2 DATA FRCM THE BIcx.;RAPHICAL QUESTIONNAIRE
TABLE 5.2.1: INrERPERSONAL INrERAcrIONS
CCMIDNICATES FREELY CCMMUNICATES FREELY CCMMUNICATION vITTH
AT HCME \tVITH ADULT PEERS
OUTSIDERS
Yes 80% Yes 46.7%- CMn Age 90%
INDIAN No 10% No 50% Older 6.7%
Sometimes 10% Sanetimes 3.3% Younger 3.3%,
Yes 90% Yes 70% Chm Age 80%
\"lliITE No 3.3% No 20% Older 20%
--
SCmetimes 6.7% Sanetimes 10% Younger -
Table 5.2.1 illustrates a ccmparative analysis of the interpersonal
interactions of the gifted sample. The data was obtained from the
biographical questionnaire (see appendix Jl.). The results shcw that the
majority of both the Indian and White sample corrmunicate freely at hane
(Indian sample : 80%, White sample : 90%). The results indicate that the
Indian and White sample seem to differ in their corrrnunication ·with adult
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outsiders. 46.7% of the Indian sample and 70% of the White sample
carrmunicate freely with adult outsiders, whereas 50% of the Indian sample
and 20% of the White sample do not canmunicate freely with adult outsiders.
In addition the results shCMT that the majority of both Indian and White
sample canmunicate with peers of their awn age. In s1.lIrU1'aI'Y, the above
results reveal minimal differences between the Indian and White sample's
interpersonal interactions.
TABLE 5.2.2: TJME SPEN!' READIN3 AND WA'ICHIN3 TELEVISION
NUMBER OF HOURS READINS NUMBER OF HooRS. vVA.'ICHING
PER WEEK TELEVISION PER v.."EEK
o - 5 hrs 23.3% o - 5 hrs 13.3%
INDIAN ·6 - 10 hrs 56.7% 6 - 10 hrs 36.7%
11 plus 20% 11 plus 50%
o - 5"hrs -23.3% o - 5 hrs 23.3%
WHITE 6 - 10 hrs 43.3% 6 - 10 hrs 36.7%
11 plus 33.3% 11 plus 40%
The results in table 5.2.2 again illustrate minimal differences between
the Indian and White gifted sample. The number of hours the Indian and
White sample sPend reading and watching television was assessed through
the biographical questionnaire. The results shCMT that exactly the same
percentage (23.3%) of the Indian and White sample spend 0 - 5 hours reading
per week. The largest proportion of both the Indian and White sample spend
6 - 10 hours reading per week and a slightly less proportion of the Indian
sarrple (20%) spend rrore than 11 hours reading per week. In addition, the
.,
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above results shCM that exactly the same percentage (36.7%) of the Indian
and White sample spend 6 - 10 hours watching television per week. The
greatest proportion of both the Indian (50%) and White (40%) sample sPend
rrore than 11 hours per week watching television. Slightly rrore of the
White sample spend 0 - 5 hours watching television per week and slightly
rrore of the Indian sample spend over 11 hours watching television per week.
However, it should be noted that these differences are minimal.
TABLE 5.2.3: ANALYSIS OF SOCIcrECONCMIC STA'IUS, NUHBER OF SmLINGS AND
BIRI'H ORDER
SOCIcrECONCMIC NUMBER OF BIRI'H ORDER
STATUS (x) SmLIN;S (x) (x)
INDIAN 2.0 3.17 2.13
WHITE 1.5 2.70 1. 73
N=60 N=60 N=60
Table 5.2.3 illustrates the Indian and White sample's mean scores on :
Socio-econanic status, Number of siblings and Birth order. By inspection,
the means for socio-economic status (assessed by father I s occupation)
shCM that for both Indian and Whites, in this sample, the predominant
occupational categories seem to be Professional and managerial (1) and
lliddle White-collar (2) (Schl~ L, Stopforth P : A Guide to Coding
OCcupations, 1979; see apPendix F for a breakdown of socio-economic status
into occupational categories). The number of siblings means shCM that for
both Indians and Whites, in this sampl-e, the average family size is two: to
three siblings. As shCMn by the means for birth order, the predcrninant
birth order for both the Indian and v.7hite sample is first or second born.
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TABLE 5.2.4: MYIHER I S OCCUPATION WORKING MOTHERS VERSUS HOUSE\"lIVES
WJRKING MOI'HERS HOUSEWIVES N
INDIAN 27.6% 72.4% 29
~ITE 60% 40% 30
Table 5.2.4 illustrates a comparative analysis, examining the prO];X)rtion
of working nothers of gifted children versus those nothers who worked at
hone and classified thanselves as I house..lives '. Of interest is that. the
majority of ~1hite nothers (60%) have out of home occupations, whereas the
majority of Indian nothers (72.4%) are classified as 'house..lives'.
These results will be discussed in nore detail in the follCMing chapter
(chapter six).
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CHAPI'ER 6 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
6 .1 OOTLINE OF THE DISCUSSION
The structure of this discussion is as follCMs:
6 . 2 Discussion on data obtained fron the PHSF Relations Questionnaire;
Research findings; male and ferrale canbined;
(i) Significant qifferences between Indian and v,mtes on self confidence
(ii) Significant differences between Indian and Whites on fonnal relations
(iii) No significant differences between Indian and Whites on the
rerraining variables.
(iv) Mean scores on all variables
(v) Desirability scale.
Research findings; male and female seperatedi
(i) No significant differences found between Indian and White ferhales
on any of the PHSF'" variables
(ii) Significant differences between Indian and White males on self
confidence
(iii) Significant differences between Indian and White males on health.
6 .3 Discussion on data obtained from the biographical questionnaire;
Interpersonal Interactions;
(i) Corrmunication at hare
(ii) CCrnnunication with adult outsiders
(iii) Communication with peers.
Activities, time allocation;
(i) Number of hours spent reading per week
(ii) Number of hours spent watching television per week.
Societal/Family milieu;
(i) Socicreconornic status
(ii) Number of siblings in the family
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(iii) Birth-order of the sample sibling
(iv) Mother's occupation.
The discussion follCMs in the above sJ=€cified order.
6 .2 DISCUSSION ON DATA OBTAiN.ED FRCM THE PHSF' RELATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
The results in table 5.1.1 (page 50) illustrate that a significant
difference between Indian and White (male am female canbined) gifted
pupils was found on the self confidence variable. Self confidence is
defined as" "The degree of selt-confidence displayed bya person can be
detennined by his CMn assurance that, when undertaking a task, he will be
able to execute it successfully am be satisfied with the results"
(PHSF' Manual 1978, p.2).
In this· study the Indian sample was found to have a significantly .higher
self-confidence adjustment than the White sample, Le. the Indian sample
have a higher self-confidence than the Whites, in accordance with their
respective standardized norm groups. The magnitude of the Indian/White
self confidence difference is highlighted by score distribution on the self
confidence variable (see table 5.1.2, page 51). 50% of the Indian sample
and 26.7% of the \'vmte sample scored within the above averagejhigh stanine
range on self confidence; thereby shCMing the higher prop:::>rtion of Indian
gifted children who score in the above average range on self confidence.
A p:::>ssible explanation for this finding is that am:mgst the Indian South
Africans a strong errphasis is placed on education and intelligence as a
means of ensuring future security and success (Moodley 1975). Although
the english-speaking tVhite group share a high regard for education, such
prime importance, to the exclusion of other measures of success, is not
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placed on education. This prorosition can be exemplified by the importance
White South p...£ricans place on srort achievement. In the light of this
explanation, it does not seem surprising that the intellectually able child
in an Indian population is going to receive higher acclaim than is the
same pupil in a White population. Higher acclaim would then possibly lead
to a higher level of self confidence, thereby explaining the present finding.
The second significant difference found between Indian and White (male and
female combined) gifted children is on the formal relations variable (see
table 5. 1.1 page 50). For:mal relations is defined: "The degree of success
with which a person can uphold fonnal relations is revealed by; (i) the
ability to enter into effective and healthy relations with superiors and
figures of authority; (ii) the joy he experiences as a result of his
relations with superiors or figures of authority; and (iii) the confidence
placed on him by meaningful persons in his life" (PHSF' Manual 1978, p.4+5).
In this study, the Indian sample were found to have a higher level of
adjustment to formal relations than the White sample, in accordance with
their respective standardized nonn groups. The formal relations score
distribution (see table 5.1.3 page 51) exemplifies the Indian/White
disparity in formal relations. 43% of the Indian sample and only 20% of the
White sample scored within t.l1e above average/high stanin~ range on formal
relations.
As discussed in chapter three, the Indian population show evidence of strong
formal relations within the patriarchal family structure (Van Zijl, Fouche
1984), although the authoritarian family structure is diminishing as
westernization increases (Pillay 1972). Evidence of increasing
westernization in the South African Indian ccmnunity cannot canpletely
negate the existence of the traditional socio-cultural structure that has
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existed in the older generations of Indians. Corrparatively, the Indian
ccmnunity in South Africa shows a great tendency towards group cohesion
and. a strong socio-ideological value system than do the White english-
speaking South Africans (Van der Merwe et al 1974). This phenanenon could
possibly explain the higher degree of adjustment to fonral relations found
arrongst the Indian sample in this study.
No significant differences betWeen Indian and White (male and female
combined) gifted children were found on the renaining nine PHSF variables,
narrely: self esteem; self control; nervousness; health; family influence;
personal freedom; sociability (G); sociability (5) and moral sense. The
hypothesis, stated in chapter one: "There will be differences in the inter-
personal relations and. social milieu of Indian and White gifted children
as measured by the PHSF Relations Questionnaire and the biographical
questionnaire" was rejected for the above-mentioned nine variables.
This finding has important implications for the future consideration of
Indian and White gifted children. It suggests that on the majority (nine
out of eleven) variables measured by the PHSF Relations Questionnaire, no
significant differences between the Indian and White sample are evident.
It is, hCMever, suggested that further research is needed before the
implications of this finding can be made explicit.
Of additional interest are the mean scores of the eleven PHSF variables
(see table 5.1.1 page 50 ). On all variables, the mean scores show that
both the Indian and White sarrple score within the average range of
adjustrrent (54%) on the 1 - 9 stanine scale. This suggests that the Indian
and White gifted children, in this sample, do not have more exceptional
interpersonal levels of adjustment than do their respective standardized
nonn groups.
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Research indicates no clear picture as to the exact nature of interpersonal
relations arrongst gifted children. There is evidence to supJ?Ort both above
and belON average adjustment in interPersonal relations (see literature
reviev, chapter two). This research endorses the 'middle of the road'
approach approJ?Os the interpersonal relations of gifted children. Research
into giftedness should take cognisance of the wide variability evident
arrongst the gifted. Interpersonal relations are only one of nany groups
of characteristics that needs to be considered in the study of the gifted.
The Desirability Scale (variable 12) is defined as "a validity scale
indicating the honesty with which the Person answered the questionnaire.
The questions are of such a nature that only exceptional people can justly
give favourable answers" (PHSF Manual 1971, p. 9). No significant
difference was found in the Indian and White sample's score on the
desirability scale. The mean scores indicate that both groups scored
within the average, bordering on the above average range. This finding
endorses the validity of all the PHSF findings examined in this study.
A further analysis of the PHSF variables was done using sex as an
additional distinguishing (independent) variable. As discussed in chapter
four, an attenpt was made to match the subjects on an exact sex ratio.
HONever this precision was not achieved resulting in a sex ratio of,
13 female Indians i 20 -female Whites and 17 male Indians i 10 male Whites.
It is of interest to note that no significant differences between female
Indian and White gifted children were found on any of the PHSF variables.
(see table 5.1. 4, page 53). A J?Ossible hYJ?Othesis is that Indian and White
gifted females occupy a similar J?Osition within the context of the broader
standardized nom group, i. e. : this result indicates that the female
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socio-cultural position and interpersonal relations is similar across the
two cultural groups.
It is of further interest to note that significant differences were found
between Indian and White male gifted children. Specifically, the two
variables that shCM a significant difference are : self confidence and
health (see table 5. 1. 5, page 54).
In the combined sample (male and female) Indians and Whites ShCM a
significant difference in their adjustment to self confidence. '!he sex
analysis shCMS that the self confidence significant finding predaninates
in the male group (no significant difference was found in the female groups
on self confidence). '!he male findings indicate that the Indian males have
a significantly higher level of adjustment to self confidence than the
White males, in accordance with their respective starrlardized norm groups.
'!he proposed explanation for the higher self confidence in the Indian
combined sample can be applied here. '!he hypothesis that the Indian group
place a strong emphasis on education and intelligence as measures of
success while the White group include other measures of success (for
example sport achievanent) is endorsed by the present male finding. '!he
current societal value system (in both groups) errphasizes male success,
J?CMer and achievement. It is not surprising therefore, that greater
i.np:>rtance is placed on male interpersonal relations, SPeCifically self
confidence.
'!he second significant difference found between Indian and vhite males is
on the health variable (see table 5.1.5, page 54). Health is defined as:
"'!he degree to which his body functions effectively, as experienced by
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the person, and the disclosing of a healthy attitude towards his body,
can be detenninEld by the absence of preoccupation with his physical
condition" (PHSF Manual 1979, p.3). In this study, Indian males were found
to have a higher level of adjustment to health than the White males, in
accordance with their respective standardized nonn groups. On the basis of
this finding, one can only assume that the Indian male sample perceives
thernselves as being healthier than their White counterparts. Hcwever, there
is no knc:wn research to substantiate this finding.
6 .3 DISCUSSION ON DATA OBTAINED FID1 THE BICX;RAPHICAL CPFSTIONNAIRE
The PHSF Relations Questionnaire, in this study, measures the Personal,
home, social and formal relations of the gifted child. In addition to the
PHSF measure, a second, rrore qualitative assessment, was conducted.
Specifically, the interpersonal interactions and social milieu of the
Indian and White gifted children were additionally 'assessed through the
biographical questionnaire. The responses were those of the gifted child's
parents/guardians, thus yielding responses frcm both the gifted pupil (PHSF
questionnaire) and his/her parents (biographical resp:>nses). The latter
responses were used to provide additional qualitative inforn:e.tion and are
therefore rrore subjective in nature.
Table 5.2. 1 (page 55 ) illustrates the findings appropos the Indian and
White gifted child's corrmunication at hare, with adult outsiders and with
peers. Specifically, the questions asked in the biographical. questionnaire
were as follcws:
(i) Does your child speak often at hare, expressing ideas freely or is
he/she rather quiet?
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(ii) Does your child speak freely and openly to other adults not well
knoNn?
'!he responses to the above two questions were categorized into "yes",
"no11 and 11 sanetirres" .
(iii) Does your child play and corrmunicate freely with children of his/her
CMl1 age or are older or younger children preferred?
'!he responses to this question were categorized into "CMl1 age", "older"
and "younger". (Source of questions: see biographical questionnaire
appendix A) .
'Ihe results reveal that the majority of both the Indian and White sample
ccmnunicate freely at home. Albert (1978) notes that a stimulating horne/
family setting which facilitates the child's interests, answers questions
and provides a wann supportive base for intellectual exploration, are
i.rrportant elements contributing to the child reaching his/her full
potential.
Of i.rrportance to this research, is the similarity between the Indian and
White gifted child IS ccmnunication at hare. This firrling is emorsed by
the PHSF' hone relations, specifically, family influence (variable 6) and
personal freedan (variable 7). No significant difference between the Indian
and White samples was found on these two variables. "Hare relations refer
to the relationships within the family which are experienced by the person
as a member of the family" (PHSF' Manual 1978, p.3). Both the Indian an:l
White samples scored within the average stanine range on hare relations.
From the above finding it would seem that although the Indian and White
sample represent two different cultural groups, this does not seem to
have an effect on how the gifted child experiences his/her home setting.
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The results on carmunication with adult outsiders (see table 5.2.1, page 55)
indicate a slight difference between the Indian and White sarrple. The
rrajority of Whites (70%) resrx:mded "yes" when asked "Does your child speak
freely and openly to other adults not well knam?", whereas fewer Indians
(46. 7%) answered "yes" to this question.
There is a disparity in findings when an atterrq;>t is made to relate the
above mentioned finding to the PHSF Relations Questionnaire, specifically,
forrral relations. The Indian sarrple were found to have a significantly
higher level of adjustment on the forrral relations variable than the Whites,
and yet a larger prop::>rtion of the Whites seem to corrmuriicate freely with
adults not well known to them. A p::>ssibility is that forrral relations
cannot be analyised with ability to carmunicate freely with adult outsiders.
In addition fonnal relations vlere measured by the gifted child IS resp::>nses
whereas it was the parents who resp::>nded to their child I s ability to
ccmnunicate with adult outsiders. This could be an additiona;L confoun<:ling
variable.
An analysis of peer relationships was conducted, examining the preferred
interactional group. The question p::>sed was: "Does your child play and
ccmnunicate freely with children hisjher am age or are older or younger
children preferred?"
The social developrrer1t of the gifted is a crucial area in need of
investigation. Research conflicts as to the exact nature of social
relations am::mgst gifted children. Poterfield ana. Schlichting (1961)
found a p::>sitive relationship between achieverrent and peer status. In
contrast Freerran (1979) found academic proficiency to be adversely related
to social p::>pularity. Painter (1976) am Freerran (1979) indicate that
gifted children tend to select an older peer group than therrselves.
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The findings in this research do not support Painter (1976) and Freeman I s
(1979) findings. The majority of both Indians (90%) and Whites (80%) in
the present study, ccmnunicate freely with children of their 0NI1 age. This
finding, again, signifies a similarity between the Indian and White sample.
The PHSF social relations variable endorses the sirnilarity found between
the Indian and White gifted sample. No significant differences were found
between the Indian and White sarrq:>le on the two sociability variables
(sociability in the group setting and sociability with a specific person
of the opposite sex). Both groups scored within the average stanine range.
Appropos Peer relationships with same age, older or younger, further
research is needed before any conclusions are reached. HCMever, of
importance to this research, is the similarity found between the two
cuItural groups in the choice of social agents.
An additional analysis of the number of hours per week the Indian and White
gifted sample SPend reading and watching television was conducted. (see
table 5.2.2, page 56). Although this analysis is not directly related. to
interpersonal interactions, it does provide some indication of other
activities in which the gifted child is involved. This infonnation' should
only be viewed as of secondary importance to the present study. The
questions posed were:
(i) Approximately hON many hours po.x week does your child SPend reading
of his/her 0NI1 accord?
(ii) HON many hours per week does your child spend watching television/
videos?
The responses were categorized into 0 - 5 hours; 6 - 10 hours and 11 or
rrore hours. (Source of questions: see biographical questionnaire, apPendix
A) •
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The results indicate sorre clear similarities between the Indian and White
gifted sample . Exactly the same percentage (23.3%) of the Indian and
White sample spend 0 - 5 hours reading per week. A second exact percentage
(36.7%) was found in the 6 - la hour range of time spent watching
television per week. The largest proportion of both sarrples spend 6 - la
hours reading per week and 11 or rrore hours watching television. Slight
differences between the Indian and ~1hite sample were; a slightly larger
percentage of Whites spend 11 or rrore hours reading per week and a
slightly larger proportion of the Indian sample spend 11 or more hours
watching television per week. 'Ihese findings have significance in that they
further endorse the sirnilarities found between the Indian and White gifted
sample.
An analysis of Indian and lmte socio-econanic· status, number of siblings
in the family and birth order of the sample sibling was conducted. This.
infonnation was obtained fron the biographical questionnaire and used .to
provide additional qualitative inforrra.tion about the subject and hisjher
social milieu.
Research highlights the inportance of considering family constellation and
influence 'in the study of gifted children. There is evidence to suggest
that gifted children can be identified in all social and economic groups.
Barbe (1956) and Hitchfield (1973) found that many children with high IQ
sco~es cane from upper and middle socio-econanic backgrounds. In contrast
Chen and Gaon (1976) found evidence to suggest that lONer incane and
minority groups may also yield a large number of high ability children.
In addition the family size and birth order are viewed as influential
detenninants upon the child's developnent. Research highlights birth order
as an important structural and procession:~~ variable, giving order and
focus to crucial family relationships ~d determines, to sone extent, the
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family dynamics and hON they will be directed tONards the child.
In this study, an inspection of the socio-economic status, nurrber of
siblings and birth order means reveal similar trends across the Indian and
White sample (see table 5.2.3, page 57 ). Specifically, the socio-econanic
status for both Indians and Whites, in this sample, shON that the
predominant occupational categories (apPendix F) seem to be (i) professional
and managerial and (ii) middle white-collar, (socio-econanic status is
assessed by father's occupation). For both Indians and Whites, in this
sample, the average family size is two to three siblings and the predominant
birth order of the subject is first or second born.
'!he lack of significant differences between Indians and Whites in the
above rrentioned areas is endorsed by the findings of Van Zijl and Fouche
(1984). '!heir ?tudy on rrD.llti-cultural counselling found no significant
differences between Indian and english-speaking White university students
responses to a biographical questionnaire on the follONing aspects:
financial situation, accord with wishes of parents and numbers of siblings.
Traditionally , emphasis in the Indian cultural group has been on ccmnunity
cohesiveness and the extended family. Evidence of increasing Indian
westernization is illustrated by M::xxlley (1975) who notes that the Indian
family is undergoing remarkable change, highlighted by the rrovernent away
from the traditional joint and extended systems to the nuclear pattern.
This transition is endorsed by Chetty (1979) who notes that there is a
definite tendency for the family to becare a smaller unit, with fewer
children.
The biographical questionnaire sought information on both' parents
occupations. The father I s occupation was used to assess socio-econanic
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status; based on Hurbans (1980) proposition that fathers occupation seems
to be regarded as a reliable measure of socio- econanic status. A
comparative analysis of rrothers occupation was conducted (see table 5.2.4,
page 58) and revealed an interesting finding. The majority of White
rrothers (60%) have out of hone occupations. In contrast, the majority of
Indian rrothers (72.4%) worked in the horre, classifying themselves as
"housewives" .
This finding seems to suggest that the english-speaking White warren, in
this sample, are further errancipated than the Indian wanen. Although Moodley
(1975) cites evidence of increasing wanan' s errancipatiori and individualism
arrongst Indian wanen, earlier Meer (1969) noted that many attitudes and
patterns in Indian socio-cultural life continue to be traditionally
oriented. Meer's (1969) suggestion could possibly explain why rrore Indian
worren tend to stay at hcrne.
The above finding, when considered in the light of the overall results
of this study which indicate:,: that in the majority of areas examined, there
are few significant differences between Indian and Mute gifted children,
suggests that rrothers occupation, whether they are working nothers or
housewives, has minimal effect on their gifted child.
Having proposed certain explanations and hypotheses, in this discussion
on the research findings, it is important to reiterate that this research
represents a pilot study. '!his discussion should therefore be viewed as
providing tentative proposals upon which further research might be based.
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6 •4 St.Jr.MARY
Having examined the interpersonal relations and social milieu of Indian and
vfuite gifted children, using the PHSF Relations Questionnaire and
biographical questionnaire, the overriding factor that emerges is the
sirnilarity between Indian and v..mte gifted children on interpersonal
relations and social milieu. On nine, out of the eleyen variables
measured by the PHSF Relations Questionnaire, no significant differences
between the Indian and White sanple were found. The female sanple shONed no
significant differences between the Indians and \Amtes on any of the PHSF'
variables. In the nale sanple, again nine out of the eleven PHSF variables
shONed no significant differences between the Indians and Whites.
The data on interpersonal interactions and social milieu, obtained from the
biographical questionnaire, illustrates the similarity found between Indian
and White gifted children IS ccmrn.mication at horre and with peers.
Similarities between the Indian and White sanple were also found when
examining number of hours spent reading and watching television per week.
In addition similarities were fourrl between the Indian and White sanple
on soci<reconanic status, nurrber of siblings in the family and birth order
of the sanple sibling.
On all the above-mentioned similarities found, both through the PHSF and
biographical questionnaires, the hyPOthesis stated in chapter one; "There
will be differences in the interpersonal relations and social milieu of
Indian and White gifted children, as measured by the PHSF' Relations
Questionnaire and the biographical questionnaire", was rejected. The above
hyPOthesis was accepted for only two of the eleven PHSF variables, namely,
self confidence and fonnal relations, where the Indian sanple, in both cases,
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was found to have a significar:tly higher level of adjustJnent than the White
sample. In the ma.le sample, the hypothesis was accepted again for only
two out of the eleven PHSF variables.. Here the Indian ma.le sarrple was
found to have significantly higher level of adjus.trrent on self confidence
and health than the White ma.le sarrple.
The overall findings indicate that the interpersonal relations and social
milieu si.IPilarities far outweigh the differences found between Indian and
White gifted children, in this sa.rrple.
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CHAPI'ER 7: LIMITATIONS, COOCLUDIN3 ca.MENI'S AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH.
7. 1 LIMITATIONS OF 'IRIS STUDY.
In order to assess the validity and relevance of this research, it is
i.ITpJrtant to consider its limitations:
(a) The instruments used for data collection were not flawless. Although
the PHSF' is a questionnaire and not a test of ability, it does not
escape the negative connotations of test anxiety as highlighted by
Sternberg (1982). It was difficult for the sample, coming from a
school 'test of ability' envirornnent not to associate the PHSF' as a
measure of their ability. In addition the PHSF' is rneasuring personal,
hane, social" and formal relations out of their context ( in a 'testing I
environment). The biographical questionnaire can be criticised for not
meeting the criteria of a standardized test. The interpersonal
relations questions p::>sed in the biographical questionnaire were not
selected and weighted by criterion keying. . The use of both subjective
and objective rreasuring instruments remains a contentious issue.
(b) The sarnple size of sixty (thirty Indian and thirty White subjects)
was relatively small. Being a pilot study this sample size was
acceptable. HONever a larger sample is needed before any conclusive
generalizations can be made.
(c) As a cross-cultural study, this research is limited in that it only
examines the Indian and english-speaking ~1hite p::>pulations.
Investigation into other cultural groups is a necessity in the
furtherance of cross cultural research of the gifted.
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(d) The theoretical section (literature review) of this study is limited.
No cross-cultural research of the gifted in South Africa to either
endorse or discredit this study, is cited. This is as a result of
the paucity of research in this area. Little has been written on the
South African english-speaking White cultural group and as a result
the theoreti<;;al section on White South Africans is sparse.
7 .2 COIUDDIN:; CCl-MENI'S AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH.
Throughout the preceding chapters the need for cross-cultural research of
the gifted has been implied. The aim of this research was to investigate
the interpersonal relations and social milieu of Indian and english-speaking
White gifted children in South Africa. The findings of the present study
have derronstrated that in the area of interpersonal relations and social
milieu, there are rrore similarities than differences between Indian and
White gifted children. As preViously mentioned, the present research is a
pilot study am therefore no conclusive generalizations can be made. Rather
it is hoped. that this research will generate further cross-cultural research
in the area of giftedness. In the light of the above, sane suggestions for
further research will nCM be offered:
(a) Further research, using alternative measuring devices of interpersonal
relations with larger sarrple sizes is required.
(b) Cross-cultural research into other areas of giftedness is needed.
Possibilities include cross-cultural research into the definition,
identification am education of the gifted.
(c) Research using control groups of the nonn population could be
conducted across differing cultural groups.
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(d) Age and sex, as factors associated with giftedness need to be further
researched am:mg the different cultural groups.
(e) Cross-cultural research of the gifterl, in nany rrore cultural groups
is needed.
Finally, the above represents only a few of the nany possibilities for
further cross-cultural research of the gifted. The implications of such
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COONrRY' OF BIR'I'fi:"""" ••• ""." "" "• " • " " "" ••.• "" • """ •. "• "" .•• " """" "" "" • ""• "• "" •
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FAMILy: .
STArr'E IT FIRST OORl'J', SECOND EI'C:." ••• " " • " • " " " " " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " • • " • " •• " " • "
OCCUPATION OF FATHER: .•....•••...........•..
OCCUPATION OF~: ...•.•..••........•..•.
H~ .ADDRESS:" • " • " " • " " " • " " ,,'•• " " " " " •• " " " • " •• " •• " • " • " " " •• " " " " " " •• " •• " " " •• " •• "
.. " ." " .. " ." . " " ." ." .. " " " " " " " " " " "" """ .. ".""""."""""."""""""."""
TELEPHONE NUMBER: .•.••••..
INrERPERSONAL ·FUNCTIONIN3
•••••• (H) " • " " " " • " " " • " " • " • "(W)
Does your child'speak often at hone, expressing ideas freely or is he/she
rather quiet?
What are his/her favourite topics of conversation?
Does your child speak freely and openly to other adults not well knoNn?
WJuld you say your child has a gocrl sense of hurrour? (Please give example
if possible) .
DJes your child play and ccmnunicate freely with children of his/her CMl1




HeM does your family spend their holidays?
Please list heM your child has spent his/her 3 rrost recent holidays.
What are your child I S favourite extra-mural and/or extra-curricular
activities?
What are his/her favourite school subjects?
Approximately heM many hours per week does your child spend reading of
his/her 0Nn accord?















HeM many hours per week does your child spend watching television/videos?
3/ .
85
v.1hat are his/her favourite programmes?
Please supply any other infonnation about your child's develq:ment,
personality and interpersonal relations that you think may be of interest
or i:rrlp:)rtance.
APPENDIX B SELEX::TION CRITERIA FOR-i
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Referred. by:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cotll1Sellors NaIIle:..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sch<x>1 .M.dress : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...............................................
...........- .
'I'elephone: . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
Narre of Pupil:............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. [ MALE I FEMALE IZJ
Narre of Par-ent/Gllardial1::· .
Hone .M.dress: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.............................................................
Teler:>llone: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• (Hare) (VVOrk)
Pupil's Date of Birth:....................... Age:.
(Years/nonths)
Pupil's Present School Standard:.
Is the pupil's IQ Score above 130? YES/ID
According to: NSAIS/GrISA
(Delet.e whichever does not apply)
Please provide sare indication that the above pupil is not an underachiever,
(e O'g. copy of last school rep)rt) .
.M.ditional Caments:.................................................... .•.
.......................................................
I hereby confirm the above infonnation to be correct .
..............................
(School Cotll1Sellor) Signature
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LETI'ER OF RE(pEST AND PERHISSION FORM
Dear
I am currently doing research as part of the requirements for a Masters
degree in Counselling Psychology. I am interested in investigating the
interpersonal relations of children who are achieving well scholastically.
As your child falls into the academically able category, I hereby request
your pennission for him/her to participate in IT!Y research project.
All that will be required of your child is that he/she answers a
questionnaire. '!his questionnaire is recognised by the HSRC am its use
in IT!Y investigation has been approved by the Department of Education.
Participants will not be identified by name and confidentiality will be
strictly adhered to~ In order to avoid disruption of your child's school
day, it is planned that the children concerned will meet as a group at
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. out of school hours. The questionnaire will take
approximately one hour to corrplete. Refreshrrents will be provided.
.,
It would be appreciated if you would sign the attached request fo:rm and
indicate whether your child will be able to attend. In addition it would
be of help to me if you would fill in the enclosed questionnaire and return
it together with the request fonn in the envelope provided.




REQUEST FOR PERMISSION 'ID PARrICIPATE IN RESEARCH Prom::T
I, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. the parent/guardian
(Full Name)
hereby give/do not give ~ pennission for .
to participate in the research project conductecl by Ms C· Beinart.
90
Signecl - .
My child will/will not be able to attend.
VENUE: Chatsworth Teacher I s Centre
Date .
DATE: Saturday 4 May 1985: fram 9.00 a ID - 10.00 a ID •




Stanine Level Percentage of cases (approximate) Interpretation
1 4 1I:M (4%)
2 7 BelON
3 12 Average (19%)
4 17
5 20 Average (54%)
6 17
7 12 Above
8 7 Average (19%)
9 4 High (4%)
'!he stanine scale consists of 9 scale intervals and is based on a
distribution with a mean of 5 and a standard deviation of 1.96. Except",
for the extreme ends (1 and 9), the scale intervals are all of the same
size in terrrs of standard deviation units. Each stanine represents a
certain portion of the norm group, as shown in the above table. A
descriptive five-point scale is used for interpretation.
(Taken fran: PHSF'Manual 1978, p.l3).





1. Thank you all for coming tcx:lay - intrcxluce self and supervisor.
2. we are interested in finding out the way in which you experience
everyday life. We hope that you will be able to give us some indication
of this by answering the questionnaire we will be giving you.
3. Before starting this questionnaire, I would like you to please write
your name, age, school and standard at school on the answer sheet.
4. At the same time there is a register going around. Please tick your
name off on the register and make a note of the NUMBER next to your
name. Please write your number on your answer sheet..
5. Each person has been given a Pencil. There are erasers available and
if you need one please raise your hand.
6. We will nON hand out the questionnaire. I will read through the
instructions. Please follON Il¥ reading fran the front page" of your
questionnaire.
PHSF RELATIONS CUESTIONNAIRE: INSTRUCTIONS
This is a questionnaire and not a test. There are thus no correct or
incorrect answers. All the questions are about things which everyone
experiences. Some nay feel that they always experience certain of these
things while others nay feel that they have never experienced than.





(i) IX:> you use the telephone in your spare time?




Decide, using your own judgenent, ha.v often you do this, and nark either
A or D or S or N on your answer sheet. If, for instance, you always or
alIrost always use the telephone in your spare time, nark A by colouring in




1. Give only~ answer to each question.
.
2. Answer all the questions. Ensure that you answer each question next
to the right nurcber on the answer sheet.
3. Questions referring to your parents imply "parents .9E. guardians".
4. In sane questions the words "teacher/lecturer/superior" are used.
"Teacher" will be applicable to pupils, "lecturer" to students and
"superior" to adults.
5. Erase neatly should you wish to alter an answer.
6. 'Ihere is no time limit but work as quickly as possible since your
initial reaction to each question is usually the nost reliable.
7. Do not write in the test booklet.
8. Remanber that you have to read the phrase "HCM often "
before each question although it only 'appears once at 'bhe 'top of each
page.
Are there any questions?
Please begin.





Rank order of broad CASS OCcupational Categories:
Criterion for code index arrong 5 categories of occupational status.
















Professional and Managerial 1 - 5 82 - 73
Middle v-Jhite-collar 6 - 12 72 - 64
Manual Forenan, Skilled
Artisans, Fanners + and 13 - 16 58- 52
Status Equivalent
Routine Non-Manual and
8emi-Skilled Manual 17 18 52 - 48
Unskilled Manual and Menial 19 - 20 26 - 20
+ White fanners in South Africa enjoy a higher social and occupational
status than is prevalent in IIOst nodern countries. It is therefore
possible if the case warrants it, to code them as a seperate category
between Ranks 2 and 3 above. They are included under Rank 3 above as
their socio-econanic index is equivalent to the Group (14) "Manual
Forem:m and Highcraft" - see table 2.
++ This categorisation reflects the general trend for lCMer. non-manual
occupations to sink below the traditional manual level in
industrialised society.
(Taken from: Schlemner and Stopforth 1979, p.9) .
.,
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The occupational coding system proposed by Schlerrmer and Stopforth (1979)
aims at encouraging standardisation in the coding of occupations in survey
research in South Africa. The Schlemner, Stopforth (1979) study provides ,a
'core m:xiel' in the form of prestige ratings validated against inccme. and
education for a representative cross-section of 97 occupational titles.
'Ihe above occupational coding system does not differentiate between Whites,
Coloured and Indians. The classification of occupational status is
intended as a way of differentiating systematically between occupations
which represent 'levels of achieverrent in work-status'. Further,
occupational status is viewed as an index of 'social achieverrent' .
OCcupational status is noted as only one of nurrerous rreasures of social
standing. OCcupational status is not canpletely synonyrrous with social
status, other achievements (e. g .: noteworthy sporting achievements) can
influence the effect 6£ occupation.
The Schlenmer, Stopforth (1979) study offers the follONing occupational
categorizations:
(i) OCcupational Categories: broad distinctions in socicreconanic level. .
(ii) OCCUpational Groups: finer distinctions in socicreconomic level.
(iii) A scale of Individual Prestige Scores for discreet occupational
titles.
(iv) A tentative arrangement of OCcupational Groups applicable to Africans.
'Ihe present study '!8es the first Schlenmer and Stopforth (1979) coding
system; namely: OCcupational Categories: broad distinctions in socicr
econanic level.
